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ABSTRACT

The repertoire of string quartets by American composers has evolved

greatly over the course of the century.  Since the Second World War serialism,

indeterminacy, pointillism, minimalism, and notational innovations have been

the trend.  As more radical compositional styles emerged, many nontraditional

notations and techniques were formulated by composers to convey their musical

ideas.  The new techniques are commonly referred to as extended techniques. 

The construction, preservation, and communication of a musical score are

dependent on the notation presented by the composer.

The purpose of this treatise is to identify and discuss the use of extended

techniques employed in string quartets by twentieth century American

composers.  The document provides the researcher of the modern string quartet

and related areas a concise source and practical guide dealing with this subject

matter.  It also provides the contemporary performer much needed information

on the modern quartet repertoire by American composers.  Many of these

quartets are extremely demanding to perform due to the style of notation and

the unfamiliar performance techniques required.  Therefore, in addition to

identifying and annotating the works, this treatise will include a descriptive

chapter of the graphical notations and techniques necessary to perform this body

of musical literature.  The collection of quartets included is an extensive
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bibliography of both published and unpublished works written primarily in the

last half of the twentieth century. 

The annotated bibliography includes 136 compositions.  Each annotation

includes composer, title of composition, year composed, publisher, recordings,

and a brief description of the work and the techniques found within it.

The chapter on extended techniques is a compilation of the techniques

seen with graphic notation in the scores of the annotated bibliography.  They are

grouped according to pitch, bowing, pizzicato, percussive, and rhythmic

techniques.  Each graphic shown has a description of its execution as well as a

listing of the composers in the study who have used the technique.
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CHAPTER 1

A PERFORMER’S VIEW OF THE USE OF EXTENDED 

TECHNIQUES IN TWENTIETH CENTURY STRING QUARTETS 

BY AMERICAN COMPOSERS

Introduction and Viewpoint

The repertoire of string quartets by American composers has evolved

greatly over the course of the century.  Before the 1900's the literature was

limited and primarily an outgrowth of German tradition.  Early in the twentieth

century, American composers were exploring writing in more divergent styles. 

Amy Beach, Charles Griffes, and Charles Ives were in this early group of

composers who broke from the German tradition.  By 1925 composers such as

Roger Sessions, Walter Piston, and Roy Harris contributed to the quartet

repertoire.  It was during this era that the professional string quartet was

established.  Since the Second World War serialism, indeterminacy, pointillism,

minimalism, and notational innovation have been the trend.  Those following

these new styles include Milton Babbitt, John Cage, Steve Reich, George

Rochberg, George Crumb and others.  Over the course of the century the string

quartet and other works for chamber ensembles became prevalent as

compositional genres.

As more radical compositional styles emerged in the second half of the
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twentieth century, many nontraditional notations and techniques were

formulated by composers to convey their musical ideas. Composers throughout

the world were influenced both by other composers and the advent of computer

music.  Berio, known for his computer music, wrote quartets in the 1950’s and

taught composition at Tanglewood during the 1960’s.  Xennakis was one of the

first composers to replace traditional music thinking with radical new concepts of

sound composition.  Penderecki began using graphic notation in his scores prior

to 1960 with his composition of Threnody for the Victims of Hiroshima.  He is

well known for his avant-garde techniques and string textures.  These composers

represent a few that had influence on the notational writing of American

composers.

The new techniques are commonly referred to as extended techniques. 

An extended technique is devised when a composer creates a new notation in

order to convey to the performers of his work his intention regarding a different

timbre, special sound, or effect.

"Musical notation is one of the most amazing picture language inventions

of the human animal.  It didn't come into being of a moment but is the result of

centuries of experimentation.  It has never been quite satisfactory for the

composer's purposes and therefore the experiment continues."1  Ross Lee Finney

made this statement in 1968. Other composers such as George Crumb and

Norman Dello Joio share a similar view and have experimented with notation to

better convey to the performer the desired sounds.  The construction,

1Frank Oteri, “In the 1st Person: George Crumb,” New Music Box Vol. 4
No. 4, World Wide Website, <http://www.newmusicbox.com>.
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preservation, and communication of a musical score are dependent on the

notation presented by the composer.  In Music Notation, Read pointedly remarks

that:

A musical score, then, is rather like an instruction manual - 
comparable perhaps to a playwright's script awaiting its actors 
or to an architect's blueprint awaiting a builder.  A score can 
only truly come to life through the performer; its message can

 be translated only when symbols on the printed page are 
adequate of intelligent transformation into living music reality.2 

 The view of the author is that it is to the contemporary performers

advantage to have an awareness and understanding of the compositional

techniques and styles of this repertoire.  Exploration of new sounds on string

instruments awakens the creative thought process.

Many extended techniques have become mainstream and have

commonly utilized symbols.  Numerous composers rely heavily upon words to

describe a desired sound, which for a performer slows the process of reading

music as compared to seeing a symbol and reacting to it.  In the chapter on

extended techniques the relative frequency of use is seen in the listing of

composers following each symbol or group of related symbols.  Some

composers have developed unique and creative markings to convey to the

performer the sound they want created.  Currently and in the future composers

will continue to devise new symbols for nontraditional sounds on an instrument.

The particular interest of the author in quartets by American composers

was sparked by a fascination with Black Angels by George Crumb.  This provided

2Gardner Read, Music Notation: A Manual of Modern Practice, 2nd ed. (New
York: Taplinger, 1979), 24.
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the impetus to find quartets of prominent and obscure American composers

who also used extended techniques.  In the early phase of research the author

did not find published resource lists of American quartets, much less those that

pushed the boundaries of notation.  Researching and presenting many quartets

by lesser-known composers, many of which are in manuscript form and

available only through the composer or the American Music Center Collection

which is housed at the New York Public Library, will provide a listing and

departure point for other researchers and performers.

Aims and Limitations of the Study

The purpose of this treatise is to identify and discuss the use of extended

techniques employed in string quartets by twentieth century American

composers.  The document provides the researcher of the modern string quartet

and related areas a concise source dealing with this subject matter.  In addition, it

provides the contemporary performer much needed information on the modern

quartet repertoire by American composers.  Many of these quartets are

extremely demanding to perform due to the style of notation and unfamiliar

performance techniques required.  Therefore, in addition to identifying and

annotating the works, this treatise will include a discussion of the graphical

notations and techniques necessary to perform this body of musical literature. 

The collection of quartets included is an extensive, though not exhaustive, 

bibliography of both published and unpublished works written primarily in the

second half of the twentieth century. Works requiring narrators or electronics

such as tapes and microphones  are included in the listings.  This annotated
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bibliography and descriptive chapter of extended techniques is intended to be a

practical guide for researching extended techniques in avant-garde American

quartets.

Research Procedures

The primary task in completing this project was compiling a list of

compositions meeting the criteria of having an American composer and

containing extended techniques.  Initially, searches were conducted in the

categories of chamber music, American music, twentieth century music, and

modern notation.  Extensive use was made of electronic sources, such as the

Worldcat database and the web site for the American Music Center.  The author

researched every quartet score in the American Music Center Collection, the

largest single collection of American compositions,  searching for those that

contained extended techniques.  In addition, the author placed a call for scores

meeting the criteria established in the American Music Center’s Opportunity

Newsletter.  This resulted in the identification of 136 quartets by American

composers containing extended techniques.

The next step following the collection of compositions was annotating the

entries.  The score of each quartet was individually studied by the author to

determine the use of extended techniques.  These scores were obtained at the

American Music Center, the Warren Allen Music Library at Florida State

University, the Center for American Music at the University of Colorado in

Boulder, through Inter-Library loan, and a call for scores.  In addition, sources

such as encyclopedias, music catalogs, and electronic resources were used for
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gathering further information.  Schwann catalogs and electronic resources were

used extensively for researching available recordings of the quartets.

Completing the project included the task of compiling the techniques seen

in the scores and cross-referencing them by composer.

Description of Extended Techniques

The chapter on extended techniques is a compilation of the techniques

seen with graphic notation in the scores of the annotated bibliography.

Techniques are not discussed if there are no graphic symbols to represent them

in the score.  These techniques that are described with words are referenced only

in the annotated bibliography.

Also included in this chapter are several symbols and abbreviations for

commonly seen notations.  These basic pitch, bowing, pizzicato, and rhythmic

devices are included for reference.

The notational means have been grouped according to the following

criteria:

1.  Pitch related techniques

2.  Bowing techniques

3.  Pizzicato techniques

4.  Percussive techniques

5.  Rhythmic and other notational devices.

Each graphic is shown with a description of its execution and a listing of

which composers in the study use the technique.  If these graphics appear in any

of the standard notation manuals they are referenced.
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Definition of Terms

There are 136  compositions listed in this annotated bibliography.  The

listings are organized alphabetically by composer’s last name.  Each composer is

followed by an outline of information whose terms are described below:

1.  Title of Composition: The title given by the composer to the

composition.  If a composer has more than one composition meeting the criteria

they are listed in alphabetical order by title.

2.  Year Composed: This is a listing of the year the composition was

written.  In the event that a date could not be located the abbreviation “n.d.” for

no date is provided.

3.  Publisher: The publisher’s name and date of publication, if known, are

listed here.  In the unpublished manuscripts studied the publisher is listed as

“none.” 

4.  Recordings: Any available recordings as of May 2002 are shown by

recording company and recording number.  These recordings were located using

the Schwann-Opus Catalogs, the Worldcat Database, and online music stores

such as CDNow, Amazon Books and Music, and Borders Books and Music. 

Some of the recordings are no longer available for purchase, however they can

be requested through Inter-library loan.

Summary

There are 136 quartets discussed in this treatise.  Each has been given a

detailed listing and an annotation with information, if available, about when and

for whom the composition was written as well as descriptions of the extended
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techniques seen in the work.  These annotations do not analyze the work, they

only discuss the sound techniques and effects desired by the composer and how

they are presented to the performer in the score.  All of the notational symbols

have been gathered, categorized, displayed, described, and referenced to

composer in the chapter on extended techniques.

The quartets of many composers are discussed and it is hoped that by

their inclusion in this study more quartets will seek them out for study or

performance.  Composers follow a creative process in writing music and

exploring new sounds which performers should take advantage of by exploring

this newest body of musical repertoire and interacting with its composers.
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CHAPTER 3
  

SELECTED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND DISCOGRAPHY

 OF TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN STRING QUARTETS

 WITH EXTENDED TECHNIQUES

Claus Adam

String Quartet

Year composed: 1975

Publisher: Gunmar Music (1988)

Recordings: Composers Recording CRI SD478

The Naumberg Foundation commissioned the String Quartet by Claus

Adam for the American String Quartet.  The String Quartet is in two parts.  The

first, divided into Lento tranquillo, Allegro inguisito, and Largo doloroso, introduces

numerous harmonic and melodic ideas.  The second, divided into Moderato statico

and Veloce e vivace, uses scordatura.  In his preface to the String Quartet Adam

states that by "mistuning" two strings of every instrument in the quartet more

chromatic tones can be played on open strings and there are more possibilities

for double stops and harmonics.1  In the Moderato statico section only open

strings and natural harmonics are utilized.

1Claus Adam, String Quartet (Newton Centre, Mass: Gunmar Music,
1988).
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Adam writes specific directions for this twenty-one minute piece in the

score.  The scordatura is presented for each instrument.  There are also

indications for left hand pizzicato, harmonics, and strumming both from lowest

to highest string and vice versa.

Wayne Alpern

Dangerous Propensities: String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1993

Publisher: Henri Elkan (1993)

Recordings: none

Dangerous Propensities: String Quartet No. 1 borrows its title from legal

terminology.  Alpern was influenced by Bartók's first quartet and utilizes freely

atonal style with much contrapuntal texture.2

The ten-minute work incorporates some of the more mainstream

extended techniques such as sul ponticello, col legno, and glissando.  He has

moderately clear markings to designate pitch in the glissando and at points in the

work he shows the shape of the pitch fluctuation. 

2Wayne Alpern, Dangerous Propensities: String Quartet No. 1 (New York:
Henri Elkan, 1993).
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Adrian David Anderson

String Quartet

Year composer: 1979

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Anderson, a composer from California, was twenty-six when he wrote

this quartet.  His String Quartet consists of three movements separated by two

passagios [sic].  The composer felt inspired by Bartók and Ligeti and in this work

was seeking ways to integrate and assimilate micropolyphony, dodecaphony

and “Bartókian” lyrics.3

Anderson uses barlines only for coordination between the players.  He

has also indicated extremely fast tempos and states that the tempos are ideals

and the real tempo of performance should approach as closely as possible.  The

quartet utilizes many extended techniques that are clearly designated as to

desired effect and means of achieving the effect.  These notations include playing

behind the bridge, rapping knuckles on wood, tapping the nut of the bow in the

tailpiece, grinding the bow on or near the bridge, irregular tremolo, wide

vibrato, altered intonation, snap pizzicato, and pizzicato with the fingernail. 

There are also indications for timings, articulations, and suggested notes.

3Adrian David Anderson, String Quartet, score, 1979, American Music
Center Collection, New York, NY.
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Elinor Armer

String Quartet

Year composer: 1983

Publisher: Elkus and Sons (1987)

Recordings: none

Elinor Armer composed this work in response to the Norman Fromm

Composers Award granted by the San Francisco Chamber Music Society.  The

fourteen-minute work is in three movements: Grievance, Four Soliloquies, and A

Joyful Noise.

Throughout the work there are frequent direction for the performer to

play without vibrato and to slide from a given pitch.  In the second movement

written instructions are provided for each player.  Each member of the quartet is

directed to play his/her own part at its own tempo without regard for the others

in the ensemble.  The only time a player should be aligned with the others is

when a dotted vertical line appears in the score.  Armer has also included a

seating chart that shows a slightly varied setup from the traditional quartet

arrangement.  The second violin and viola are no longer facing their instrument

to the audience.4

4Elinor Armer, String Quartet (Massachusetts: Elkus and Sons, 1987).
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Milton Babbitt

String Quartet No. 4

Year composed: 1970

Publisher: Peters (1976)

Recordings: Composers Recording CRI CD587

The Elizabeth Sprague Coolidge Foundation in the Library of Congress

commissioned Milton Babbitt's Fourth String Quartet on the occasion of the 20th

anniversary of the founding of the Serge Koussevitsky Music Foundation in the

Library of Congress.  The work is dedicated to and was premiered by the

Juilliard String Quartet.  The fifteen-minute quartet is one extended movement.

Babbitt did not use composer’s notes or special indications in his other

string quartets.  In String Quartet No. 4 he has given explicit directions to the

performers.  There are indications for harmonics, use of accidentals, sul ponticello

and its termination, tapping, glissandi with pizzicato, and extensive dynamic

markings.

Elaine Barkin

String Quartet

Year composed: 1968-9

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1975)

Recordings: Composers Recording CRI 338

Elaine Barkin has written a two-movement string quartet that lasts

approximately thirteen minutes.  There are directions by the composer to leave

all tremolo unmeasured, to segue smoothly between tremolo and regular arco,
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and to make luftpauses extremely short.  She also indicates sul ponticello, a

symbol for sharp attacks on pizzicato and arco notes, and snap pizzicato.5

Robert Basart

Imaginary Song for String Quartet

Year composed: 1981

Publisher: Fallen Leaf Press (1985)

Recordings: none

Imaginary Song for String Quartet is a Norman Fromm commission of the

San Francisco Chamber Music Society.  Basart uses such techniques as pizzicato,

sul ponticello, non-vibrato, and imprecise pitch in this work.  To clarify what is

meant by imprecise pitch Basart gives approximate starting notes that are to be

followed by glissando of no greater than one half step.6

Leslie Bassett

Five Pieces for String Quartet

Year composed: 1957

Publisher: Highgate Press (1960)

Recordings: none

Leslie Bassett dedicated this work to the Stanley Quartet at the University

5Elaine Barkin, String Quartet (New York: American Composers Alliance,
1975).

6Robert Basart, Imaginary Song for String Quartet (Berkeley: Fallen Leaf
Press, 1985).
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of Michigan.  She completed Five Pieces for String Quartet while in Ann Arbor on

22 November 1957.  The individual pieces are not given names they are simply

numbered.

There are indications in the score for vibrato, sul ponticello, and snap

pizzicato.  She desires the snapped pizzicato to rebound the string off of the

fingerboard.7

Stephen David Beck

String Quartet

Year composed: 1983

Publisher: Master’s Thesis at UCLA (1983)

Recordings: none

Stephen David Beck completed his String Quartet as a portion of his

Master’s Thesis at the University of California, Los Angeles.  The two

movements of the quartet are interchangeable in order of performance. 

Movement A is classified as a prelude/overture and is based on dodecaphony. 

Movement B is a fantasia.

Beck gives clear instructions and utilizes many notational devices to

indicate desired sounds in the quartet.  Some of the effects he uses are changing

note values, glissando, col legno, saltando, scratch tone, snap pizzicato, and playing

behind the bridge.  There are also indications for the highest possible pitch on a

7Leslie Bassett, Five Pieces for String Quartet (Highgate Press, 1960).
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string and cues between players.8

Burton Beerman

Misogamy for String Quartet and Tape

Year composed:  1969

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1973)

Recordings: American Society of University Composers ASUC 605006X

Beerman's work, Misogamy for String Quartet and Tape employs frequent

occurrences of extended techniques and notational devices.  As there is a tape

there must be a coordinator in addition to the string quartet that keeps time,

cues the quartet, and starts the tape.  During the period the tape is playing it is

imperative that the quartet adhere to strict timing.

The score is complete with many varied markings and descriptions.  There

are sections of the music that are not in standard score form but measures placed

spatially about the page with time durations.  Beerman also uses many

indeterminate note values, indications of reaction to events with location of bow,

breaks of sound of varying length, microtones, tapping of the instrument, and

sections of playing sustained notes with the wood and hair of the bow.9

8Stephen David Beck, String Quartet (Master’s Thesis, University of
California, Los Angeles, CA, 1983).

9Burton Beerman, Misogamy for String Quartet and Tape (New York:
American Composers Alliance, 1973).
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Thomas Benjamin

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1978

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

With a grant from the University of Houston, Thomas Benjamin

completed his first string quartet.  The quartet written for the Lyric Art Quartet is

in five movements.  In the fourth movement, Night Music, Benjamin notes that

there should be no feeling of meter that the barlines only indicate cutoffs.  He

has devised different types of fermatas to correspond with quarter notes, half

notes, whole notes, and longer holds.  Throughout the work Benjamin notates 

strict dynamics.10

Arthur Berger

String Quartet

Year composed: 1958

Publisher: Peters (1993)

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI 161 and CRI 622

Berger’s String Quartet is a six-movement work that spans about

twenty-four minutes.  Prior to the work are notes to the performer that give the

following directions: “Pizzicato is to be secco unless otherwise indicated, pesante

means a heavy attack without slowing the tempo, accent marks show an

10Thomas Benjamin, String Quartet No. 1, score, 1978, American Music
Center Collection, New York, NY.
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emphasis within the dynamic and are not to be played roughly, and a plus sign

over a note indicates left-hand pizzicato.”11  Other notational devices seen in the

score are glissandi, markings for the lead voice, ponticello, and arpeggiated

pizzicato with arrows indicating direction.

Lauren Bernofsky

A Child in the House of the Storyteller for String Quartet with Optional Narrator

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

“A Child in the House of the Storyteller” is based on a story by Susan

Bernofsky.  It is a single-movement composition for string quartet and optional

narrator, though the work is certainly more understandable with the narration. 

Lauren Bernofsky shows a few symbols for extended techniques in her opening

notes.  The performer must knock on the body of his instrument with his

knuckles and play a down-bow ricochet stroke with an indefinite number of

bounces.  There are lines for glissando to occur following the shape and

placement in the staff and pizzicato with glissando.12  Within the score the

quartet will also encounter sections requiring mutes, non-vibrato, and tremolo. 

All of the effects she specifies are sounds to enhance the storyline.

11Arthur Berger, Notes to the Performer in String Quartet (New York:
Peters, 1993).

12Lauren Bernofsky, Notes in “A Child in the House of the Storyteller for
String Quartet with Optional Narrator,” score, 1989, Composer’s Collection.
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 Charles Bestor

Twelve Short Movements for String Quartet and Tape

Year composed: 1976

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Charles Bestor wrote “Twelve Movements for String Quartet and Tape”

for the Composers String Quartet.  His composition was funded by a grant from

the Research Committee of the University of Utah.  In the score Bestor includes a

general representation of the tape part for the members of the quartet to see for

alignment purposes.  The tape is to be started with the first pizzicato of the cellist.

Besides notational items there are directions for the quartet with seating moves

and changes between movements.  He includes a detailed seating chart in the

score.13

Susan Blaustein

Ricercate: String Quartet #1

Year composed: 1981

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Blaustein's composition is in five movements and lasts twenty-three

minutes.  The second violin is scordatura, having the g-string tuned down a half-

step.  In the third movement, Scherzo furioso, there are sections with a rhythmic

13Charles Bestor, “Twelve Short Movements for String Quartet and
Tape,” score, 1976, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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pattern shown above the first violin part that does not appear to be for any of

the players.

Linda Bouchard

Lung Ta

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI CD671 and CRI CD672

“Lung Ta” was commissioned by and performed during the Bang-a-Can

Festival at which time the recordings were made.  Lung Tas are prayer flags of

the Tibetan people to whom the work is dedicated.

The work consists of five movements and a coda and lasts about twenty

minutes.  One of the notational devices she uses in this work is an infinity sign

placed above a repeat sign to indicate repeating continuously until there is a cue

to go to the next section.  There are also markings for slap pizzicato, ricochet, and

various types of glissandi.14 

Stormy Light

Year composed: 1981

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Linda Bouchard composed “Stormy Light” in April 1981 in New York

14Linda Bouchard, “Lung Ta,” score, 1992, American Music Center
Collection, New York, NY.
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City.  It is to be played as one continuous piece even though there are named

sections.  She includes many notes for the performers in the manuscript.  A few

of the pitch indications she gives are quarter tones, playing highest audible pitch,

and inaudible termination notes of glissando.  The work also has markings for

ricochet and rhythmic accelerando.  The most technical notation includes a

combination of factors: a note is to be played pizzicato, followed by a glissando

but during the glissando the player is to bounce the wood of the bow on the

string.15 

Craig Bove

Gray and Violet for String Quartet

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Craig Bove shows events grouped by time intervals in the score of “Gray

and Violet for String Quartet.”  Throughout the work rhythms are indeterminate

and he uses many of the notational devices of other composers although with no

descriptions.  These other devices are glissando with lines showing the shape,

sustained pitches, and tremolo.16

15Linda Bouchard, Composer’s Notes in “Stormy Light,” score, 1981,
American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.

16Craig Bove, “Gray and Violet for String Quartet,” score, n.d., American
Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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Hayg Boyadjian

String Quartet No. 2: Azad

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Living Music Recordings, vol. 1

In “String Quartet No. 2: Azad” Boyadjian makes use of several notational

devices.  Artificial harmonics are incorporated into the work but not using the

typical fourth relationship, he uses a third relationship between the fingered and

lightly touched pitches.  The performers also speak the word for freedom in

multiple languages at the opening of the piece.  Other indications are boxed note

sets to be played at random during a specified time and scordatura.17

Margaret Brouwer

Mountains of the Moon

Year composed: 1985

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

While in Bloomington, Indiana Margaret Brouwer completed her quartet

“Mountains of the Moon.”  She has several indications in the score for the

performer.  The following directions are noted: no vibrato is to be employed

except for marked accents, left hand pizzicato should be barely audible, and soft

ricochet should bounce the bow several times and then turn into a legato stroke. 

17Hayg Boyadjian, “String Quartet No. 2: Azad,” score, 1989, American
Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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There are also markings for finger tremolo during a glissando and repeating

boxed notes according to specific directions.18

Earle Brown

String Quartet

Year composed: 1965

Publisher: Universal Edition (1970)

Recordings: VoxBox CDX5143, Mainstream MS5009, Deutsche Grammophon

2543002, Vox SVBX5306

Earle Brown’s String Quartet has gained much publicity in recordings of

American music and the avant-garde.  Directions are given throughout the

duration of the piece.  Improvisation is allowed for and is guided by graphic

notation.  The piece is based around sound relationships with the cello and

second violin both tuning instruments down a half step.  He uses B.B. above

notes to indicated playing behind the bridge be it arco, pizzicato, or col legno.  As

other composers Brown marks cues with downward arrows.19

18Margaret Brouwer, “Mountains of the Moon,” score, 1985, American
Music Center Collection, New York, NY.

19Earle Brown, String Quartet (London: Universal Edition, 1970).
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Elizabeth Brown

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: Quetzal Music (1989)

Recordings: none

String Quartet No. 1 is written in three descriptive movements.  Elizabeth

Brown alters pitch from the traditional semitone system frequently. There is

much continuous glissando with short pauses on new notes, plus and minus

marks for playing a quarter tone above or below a designated pitch, and arrows

for slight bends in pitch.20

Harold Budd

1 Sound

Year composed: 1968

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Harold Budd has notated this quartet with only graphics.  He does not use

a manuscript score at any time.  The four-minute work is overall a glissando of

artificial harmonics.21

20Elizabeth Brown, String Quartet No. 1 (New York: Quetzal Music, 1989).

21Harold Budd, “1 Sound,” score, 1986, American Music Center Collection,
New York, NY.
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Robert Carl

A Path Between Cloud and Light

Year composed: 1985

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1985)

Recordings: none

Robert Carl completed writing A Path Between Cloud and Light, dedicated

to Ralph Shapey, in 1985.  His musical ideas for the work emerged from an

experience he had on the French Mediterranean coast.  From this influence he

strives for a delicate, ethereal and transparent sound.  At the opening of the

score in the section titled “Notation” Carl states:

 It is essential that the ensemble strive for a sound of 
extraordinary transparency, purity, and delicacy in the opening 
minutes of the quartet.  Extreme attention should be paid to 
pacing the music via indicated changes of timbre, articulation, 
and volume, so that the eventual emergence of more traditional 
material takes on a miraculous quality.22 

Of the more common markings seen, Carl incorporates the use of mutes,

sul tasto, artificial harmonics, and sul ponticello.  Carl is  specific about when

vibrato is appropriate in his music.  In conjunction with bowing he has markings

for a delicate rapid tremolo at the tip of the bow, a rougher, more aggressive

tremolo in the lower half of the bow, and a gradually diminishing tremolo.  He

makes distinctions in glissando between a short portamento and a continuous

glissando over a longer designated period of time.  Phrase markings and

indications to show a gradual progression from one quality of sound to another

occur frequently in the score.

22Robert Carl, Notation in A Path Between Cloud and Light (New York,
American Composers Alliance, 1985).
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Paul Chihara

Primavera

Year composed: 1978

Publisher: Peters (1979)

Recordings: none

With a commission by the Naumberg Foundation, Paul Chihara

composed his quartet, Primavera, and dedicated it to the Primavera String

Quartet.  The fifteen-minute quartet is in three movements: Moderato cantabile,

Calmo, and Con fantasia.  The first movement opens with an extended viola solo

that is eventually joined by the cello and violins. Mixed meter, artificial

harmonics, muted strings, and glissando are common in the quartet.

Sequoia

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Peters (1988)

Recordings: Music and Arts CD-4740

Sequoia, though in three movements, is to be performed continuously. 

The work, originally for string quartet and tape, has an alternate violin part that

can be used in lieu of the tape. As in his quartet, Primavera, there are mixed

meter, glissando, and mutes used.  The unique marking he created is for "circular

bowing."  He describes this sequence as pp flautando, a col legno up bow to the

middle, then a quick, sighing portamento back to the tip.23

23Paul Chihara, Sequoia for String Quartet and Tape (New York: Peters,
1988).
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Gordon Shi-Wen Chin

String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1984

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

String Quartet No. 2, composed by Gordon Shi-Wen Chin, is a

nineteen-minute work with four nameless movements.  Chen frequently uses an

x through the stem of a note to mean different performance techniques.  At each

point he inserts this marking he includes performance directions.  Common

techniques he employs are snap pizzicato, sul ponticello, col legno, non-vibrato,

and glissando.  There are varying forms of glissando ranging from unspecified

glissando on a string to glissando with a designated rhythm and upper and

lower pitches.  He uses arrows to designate transitions between styles of playing.

He asks the performer to play with fingernails, to tap fingers on the body of the

instrument, and to mute all strings with the left hand while playing pizzicato

with the other.24

Wen-Chung Chou

Clouds: String Quartet

Year composed: 1996

Publisher: Peters (1997)

Recordings: none

24Gordon Shi-Wen Chin, String Quartet No. 2, score, 1984, American
Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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The Barlow Endowment for Music Composition at Brigham Young

University commissioned Clouds: String Quartet by Wen-Chung Chou.  The

Brentano Quartet premiered the work on 1 December 1996.   Each movement of

the quartet has several tempo changes and segments; therefore the first marking

is used in naming the movement.  The movements are Andante con moto,

Leggierezza, Larghetto nonstalgico, Presto con fuoco, and Tempo primo.25

Approximate note values and senza misura are used to reflect the freedom

in the quartet.  A guitar pick is specified for a portion of the pizzicato passages. 

Vibrato is controlled by markings for normal vibrato, no vibrato, and very wide

vibrato.  He has four different indications for types of glissando.

 

David Cleary

String Quartet:  Inventing Situations

Year composed: 1988

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Centaur CRC 2251

In his composition, “String Quartet: Inventing Situations,” David Cleary

uses verbal directions rather notational devices to convey special effects.  The

five-movement work lasts approximately twenty-three minutes.  In the

performance notes in his score Cleary states that all passages marked “on

bridge” must be played with a scratchy glassy tone, anything less will not be true

25Wen-Chung Chou, Clouds:  String Quartet (New York:  Peters, 1997).
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to the proper conception of the work.26  At other points he requests a scrubby

tone and heavy hammered strokes.

String Quartet No. 2: Artaria

Year composed: 1991

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Centaur CRC 2251

The thirty-minute, four-movement “String Quartet No. 2: Artaria" was

written for the Artaria String Quartet.  Cleary employs verbal descriptions of the

sounds he desires.  These include requests for ethereal sounds, playing with

mute, on fingerboard, like a harmonic, with forced tone, staccato but with bite,

and strummed pizzicato.  As in his first string quartet, Cleary is adamant about

actually playing on the bridge and performing col legno battuto by truly using the

wood of the bow even if one has to use a secondary bow for this piece.  Other

than verbal direction the notational markings are related to strengths of accents.

Altan Howe Clingan

Fear and Trembling for String Quartet

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Altan Howe Clingan's “Fear and Trembling for String Quartet” is a single-

26David Cleary, Performance Notes in “String Quartet:  Inventing
Situations,” score, 1988, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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movement work with extensive performance instructions.  Located at the

beginning of the score are explanations of the symbols used throughout the

work.  In conjunction with pizzicato are markings for pizzicato with one extreme

vibrato motion, secco pizzicato, directional arrows for strumming, and “Bartók”

pizzicato.  Arco effects include extreme sul ponticello, and heavy pressure or

“crunch” bows.  Pitch wise there are markings for quarter tones higher and

lower than indicated.  His other markings are for varying forms of glissando.27

Gloria Coates

String Quartet No. 3

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Ahn and Simrock (1981)

Recordings: none

Directions are given in the score as needed by Gloria Coates in String

Quartet No. 3.  In the movements, Marcato, Mirror Cannon, and Agitato, one sees

snap pizzicato and extensive glissando.    In the second movement composed 

entirely of unmetered glissando, each measure is five seconds in length with

every half-step slide taking three seconds.  The unnotated  high notes in the

violin and other parts are very high harmonics to be played evenly on the four

strings.

27Altan Howe Clingan, “Fear and Trembling for String Quartet,” score,
n.d. American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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Robert Constable

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Robert Constable only incorporates a few extended techniques in his First

String Quartet.  Fairly common effects seen in the score are sul ponticello, sul tasto,

and flautando.  An x as a notehead indicates col legno on that pitch and a square

notehead indicates playing a loud, noisy, scratch tone.

Anthony Cornicello

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1986

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

String Quartet No. 1 by Anthony Cornicello is a three-movement

composition.  He experiments with different markings for ties and slurs in his

piece.  Commonly seen indications are for pitches altered by quarter tones and

snap pizzicato.  His most inventive marking is a double stop in which one note is

trilled while the other is played tremolo.
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Jeffery Cotton

Divertimentos for String Quartet

Year composed: 1991

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

To obtain balance Jeffery Cotton based the structure of his quartet on a

single-line geometric star.  Recitatives and Scherzos, the two movements, combine

for a five-minute composition.  Various artificial harmonics, left-hand pizzicato in

combination with sul ponticello, sul tasto, and sul ponticello are encountered in the

quartet.  Cotton also has markings for indefinite high pitches, half-arco and

half-col legno for a more defined pitch, playing behind the bridge, and a “push

off” at the end of a bow stroke in the release of the note.28

Darleen Cowles

Estampie for String Quartet

Year Composed: 1975

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

In the thirteen-minute “Estampie for String Quartet,” Darleen Cowles

includes performance directions in the music as needed.  Ponticello, col legno, and

scordatura are the most typical indications.  Cowles has the violist use finger

cymbals, all players are to lay instruments aside and clap notated rhythms, tap

28Jeffery Cotton, “Divertimentos for String Quartet,” score, 1975,
American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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on the body of instruments, and slap strings in rhythm.  The work is more

rhythmically than melodically conceived.

Jim Crozier

String Quartet No. 1

Year Composed: 1973

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Jim Crozier has two notations of value in this composition.  The first is for

sul ponticello with dashes showing to move the bow closer or further from the

bridge.  The other looks like an artificial harmonic combined with glissando.

George Crumb

Black Angels for String Quartet and Electronic Sounds

Year composed:  1970

Publisher:  Peters (1971)

Recordings: Nonesuch NON 79242, Nonesuch NON 79394-2, Vox Box CDX 5143,

Vox SVBX 5306, Composers Recording CRI-SD 283, Teldec D183745,

Philips 6500-881, Turnabout TV-S 34610, Cala CACD77001, Réne Gailly

International Productions CD87-118

The University of Michigan commissioned George Crumb to compose 

Black Angels.  It is dedicated to and first performed by the Stanley Quartet. 

Crumb best describes the intention of the work in his notes opening the score by

stating:
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Black Angels (Thirteen Images from the Dark Land) was conceived
 as a kind of parable on our troubled contemporary world.  The 

numerous quasi-programmatic allusions in the work are therefore
symbolic although the essential polarity - God versus Devil - implies
more than a purely metaphysical reality.  The image of the “black 
angel” was a conventional device used by early painters to symbolize 
the fallen angel.29

The composition is in three main parts: Departure, Absence, and Return,

that are divided into thirteen sections with descriptive titles.  The sections are

mostly non-metric with bracketed sections having time indications by number of

seconds.

The amplification is intended to produce a surrealistic effect.  Electric

instruments are preferred, however a microphone can be attached to the belly of

the instruments with levels set such that forte passages are extremely loud.

Crumb provides detailed performance notes, including a stage positioning

chart, as well as directions within the score.  In the notes are listed the additional

instruments needed by each player.  These include tam-tams, maracas, water-

tuned crystal glasses, thimbles, metal plectrums, and glass rods.  Notations

shown and explained are glissandi lasting the entire duration of the note, quarter

tones, variable length fermatas, and half-step trills.30

For the right-hand the player will find sul ponticello, sul ponticello with

increasing pressure until the sound is only noise, tremolo, col legno, “thrown

bow,” behind bridge bowing, striking strings near pegs for a percussive effect,

snap pizzicato, left-hand pizzicato, pizzicato-like guitar harmonics, pizzicato with

29George Crumb, Notes in Black Angels (New York: Peters, 1971).

30Crumb, Performance Notes.
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a metal plectrum, striking strings with a glass rod, and two-finger tremolo with

thimbles on fingers.  When bowing behind the left hand, notes are indicated as

fingered with the resulting pitch an inversion of the printed pitch.  For the upper

string players to accomplish this effect they should hold their instruments as

gambas. For the left-hand there are many glissandi, often with trills, harmonics,

portamenti, and sliding a glass rod along strings to produce pitches while plucking

the string.  Pedal tones, lower sounding pitches than written, are created by a

slow bow with too much pressure at nodal points on the string. Other

requirements of the players include tongue clicks, whispering or shouting

syllables and numbers in varying languages, bowing or striking a tam-tam,

tapping knuckles on the body of the instrument, playing maracas, and bowing

tuned crystal glasses.

 

Arthur Custer

Concertino: String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1964

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1964), Merion Music (1965)

Recordings: Arthur Helffrich Recording Labs HRL 1688, Serenus SRS 12024

Arthur Custer’s composition was originally titled Concertino for Second

Violin and Strings and therefore obviously features the second violinist.31  He

wrote the eleven-minute work for the Philadelphia String Quartet.  

The cellist plays triangle, woodblock, and cowbell in addition to the cello

31Arthur Custer, Concertino:  String Quartet No. 2 (Bryn Mawr:  Merion
Music, 1965).
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part.  The extra instruments are pictorially indicated in the score.  An x notehead

can indicate pizzicato between the bridge and tailpiece or to slap the body of the

cello.  Common items are the use of mutes and “Bartók” pizzicato.

Gordon Cyr

String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1983

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Albany Records 303, AmCam Recordings ACR 10303

Gordon Cyr dedicated his second quartet to the Chamber Music Society

of Baltimore and to the State of Maryland on its 350th anniversary.  The

three-movement work has extensive performance directions that are partially

reiterated within the score.32 

The opening of the first movement is unmeasured and has vertical broken

lines to indicate points of coordination.  There are also blocks for long note

values and square fermatas for rests of indeterminate duration.   For pitch

inflection he follows a note head with a series of arrows to show alteration and

restoration of pitch.  Cyr also requests rapping knuckles on the body of the

instrument, arco behind the bridge, and tremolo within accelerando and

ritardando.

    

32Gordon Conrad Cyr, String Quartet No. 2, score, 1983, American Music
Center, New York, NY.
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Judd Danby

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The String Quartet by Judd Danby is a twenty-five minute one-movement

work.  Notation indications include snap pizzicato, ponticello, non-vibrato, and

harmonics sounding as written.  Danby provides directions to maintain a discrete

dynamic level for each of the eight used ranging from ppp to fff.  All written trills

and tremolo should be played as a rapid alteration between two pitches with

neither being accented.  A note head followed by a slur and dots indicates a

thrown bow or ricochet.33

Richard Danielpour

String Quartet: Requiem

Year composed: 1983

Publisher: Peters (1986)

Recordings: Alea III (cassette)

The thirty-three minute String Quartet: Requiem by Danielpour is divided

into three movements:  Requiem, Dies Irae, and Lux Aeterna.  Other than snap

pizzicato, sul ponticello, and mutes there are no real extended techniques.

33Judd Danby, String Quartet No. 1, score, 1992, American Music Center
Collection, New York, NY.
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Tina Davidson

Bleached Thread, Sister Thread

Year composed: 1991

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI 681

The Philadelphia Chamber Music Society with the support of the Pew

Charitable Trusts commissioned “Bleached Thread, Sister Thread for String

Quartet.”  The work, based on a poem by her sister, was written for the

Mendelssohn String Quartet.  In the program notes Davidson states:

"Bleached Thread, Sister Thread” starts out of nothing; whispering 
and rubbing wood against strings, it slowly becomes sounds and 
then harmony.  Passing though the musical scenery, sometimes 
almost wildly, the piece grows in strength and vitality, cooling off 
only to heat up again.  Finally the piece lifts off, detaches itself from 
earth and ascends in a glowing circular fashion.  A residue remains, 
almost an after image.34

Directions occur within in the score as an effect is needed.  Tina calls for

left-hand finger slaps, right-hand bouncing slaps, grasping strings between

thumb and index fingernails with glissando, col legno, sul ponticello, and

non-vibrato.

34Tina Davidson, Program Notes in “Bleached Thread, Sister Thread,”
score, 1991, American Music Center, New York, NY.
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Tamar Diesendruck

Such Stuff for String Quartet

Year composed: 1988

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Centaur CRC 2412

“Such Stuff for String Quartet” was written for the Serge Koussevitzky

Music Foundation in the Library of Congress.  The quartet is in four movements

with  descriptive titles.  They are:  1) Driven, unrelenting; 2) In Homage to

Stravinsky; 3) Leggero, facile; and 4) From the imaginary one-act micro-opera

The Pit Band from Outer Space.  Diesendruck includes extensive performance

notes in manuscript for this twenty-six minute work.  

Diesendruck has eight different markings for means of realizing

glissando.  There are indications for playing behind the bridge, ricochet bowing,

pressed “noise” bowing, snap pizzicato, left-hand pizzicato, and strumming

deadened strings.  The performers have to play in the highest possible register

and to distort pitches to produce vocal sounds.35

Babel Dreams: String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Diesendruck has extensive performance notes in the manuscript of this

35Tamar Diesendruck, Performance Notes in “Such Stuff for String
Quartet,” score, 1988, American Music Center, New York, NY.
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two-movement work.  This quartet uses many of the same notational devices as

the previously discussed work.  There are multiple markings for types of

glissandi, muffled strings, muffled tremolo during a glissando, ricochet bowing,

and snap pizzicato.

Seth Howard Dworkin

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1979

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Seth Dworkin completed his first string quartet in 1979.   The composition

is in four movements but utilizes extended techniques primarily in the second

movement.  All directions are given in the score as an event occurs.  He has

markings for glissandi, trills of varying speed, quarter tones, and untuning the

string while playing.

David Felder

Third Face

Year composed: 1988

Publisher: New Music Wesleyan (1988)

Recordings: Bridge Records BCD 9049

Third Face by David Felder was written for the Arditti Quartet.  During the

eleven-minute work directions are interspersed in the score.  There are notations

for time, artificial harmonics, ponticello, and erratic jeté bowing.
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Morton Feldman

Summer: String Quartet

Year composed: 1962

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Morton Feldman’s “Summer: String Quartet” is aleatoric.  There is no

traditional score, only directions for events and a few symbols on the page.  He

uses circles, lines, and dots to show direction in the music.

Jack Fortner

Quartet: Movement, Night Music, Fragments, Jean Tinquely

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Jobert (1970)

Recordings: none

Jack Fortner provides extensive performance notes in both English and

French.  These directions include markings for placing the bow in one’s lap,

taking the bow, pizzicato as fast as possible, very slow glissando, tapping the

body of the violin with a fingernail, slapping strings, tapping the bridge, using

the voice, slapping the body of the viola, playing behind the bridge, and

knocking body of the cello with knuckles.  In the music many of these directions

are reiterated as new markings are introduced.  These include blocks of random

note fragments, trilling with fingertips on body of the instrument, and playing

on the tailpiece.  There are graphic notations for quarter tones, the relative speed

of grace notes, legato and detache bowing, pizzicato with the fingernail, “Bartók”
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pizzicato, combination pizzicato and arco, highest possible pitch, and vocal

percussive sounds.

There are events specific to the movements.  In the first movement one

player calls out a letter and that determines the starting point.  In the second

movement each player picks one of three parts to play.  For the third movement

each player starts with a part and then decides between multiple parts later. 

There are sections of the music that are blocks on the page filled with notes and a

designated duration.  Artwork makes up the final portion of the concluding

movement.  This movement is comprised of more directions than music and

would require much preparation on the part of the performers so as to not be

constantly reading.36

   

Harley Gaber

String Quartet

Year Composed: 1966, rev. 1971

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1971)

Recordings: none

Harley Gaber opens the String Quartet with a page of symbols and

descriptions for execution.  Though most notes in the score have a symbol

attached to them, with the introductory chart, written directions within the score

are kept to a minimum.  The few items not associated with a special symbol are

mutes, sul ponticello, glissando, and artificial harmonics.  Gaber does use an arc

36Jack Fortner, Quartet: Movement, Night Music, Fragments, Jean Tinquely
(Paris: Jobert, 1970).
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through the stem of a note to show the change between sul ponticello and sul

tasto.  There are several different indications for vibrato ranging from

non-vibrato, to fast vibrato, to a quarter tone vibrato.  He also has markings for

half-col legno, extreme bow pressure to distort pitch, and playing behind the

bridge.37

Kay Gardner

North Coast Nights

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Kay Gardner’s “North Coast Nights” was completed in December 1989 in

Maine.  The quartet in four movements follows traditional notational concepts

except for the second movement.  The surrounding movements are imbedded

with short improvisational sections.  Aurora Borealis, the second movement,  is

completely based on harmonics, both natural and artificial.  The additional

markings that Gardner uses are quarter tones, graphic time notation,

improvisation, and glissandi.

37Harley Gaber, String Quartet (1971) (New York: American Composers
Alliance, 1971).
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Edwin Gerschefski

Eight Variations for String Quartet, Op. 25

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1989)

Recordings: Mark UMC 2254

In Eight Variations for String Quartet, Op. 25 Edwin Gerschefski uses limited

extended techniques and all of the directions for these are included in the music. 

Col legno, mutes, sul ponticello, and glissando are all seen.  For his glissando he

places a line between two notes with the word "Slide" over it.  In the sixth

variation all players are instructed to tap the back of their instrument with their

knuckles.

Arsenio Giron

Rounds for String Quartet

Year composed: 1969, revised 1973

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings:  none

In the opening notes to “Rounds for String Quartet” Giron states that each

measure is to last approximately six seconds.  Notes within these measures have

no stems, just an open note head in spatial reference to other pitches.  Later in

the piece he alternates between metered parts and timed measures.  For

glissando wavy lines indicate direction.  He abbreviates sul ponticello to "bridge"

and col legno to "legno".
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Malcolm Goldstein

Upon the String, Within the Bow. . . Breathing

Year composed: 1972

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

“Upon the String, Within the Bow. . . Breathing” though originally for

string quartet can be performed by larger string ensembles if appropriately

spaced around the listening area.  This and many other directions are stated in

Goldstein’s opening notes.  The sound material includes nine written phrases

with improvised interjections all using the pitch set a, b-flat, c, c-sharp, and d. 

One player, as chosen by the ensemble, begins alone with the others entering on

a phrase that evolves out of the sound of the initial player.  Each phrase (bow

breathing) is to be quite long with no audible bow changes.  The phrases are

interrupted with brief interjections of sparked energy in which the players can

use any type of bowing or sounds made on the body of the instrument.  The

process of performing this quartet should take about fifteen minutes and should

be a gradual evolution of timbre, dynamics and sound.

Graphic notation is used for the entire piece.  There is no staff, only

dynamics, vibrato instructions, and bowing instructions placed on nine lines. 

One of the more interesting markings is for "pitch bending." Abbreviations used

by Goldstein are "fgbd" for sul tasto, "brdg" for sul ponticello, and "nr" for near.38

38Malcolm Goldstein, Notes in “Upon the String, Within the
Bow…Breathing,” score, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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Ray Green

String Quartet

Year composed: 1933

Publisher: Independent Music Publishers (1933)

Recordings: none

The String Quartet of Ray Green was written early in this century before

extended techniques became standard as a part of compositional technique.  In

addition to mutes and sul ponticello Green has markings for a wobbly vibrato and

abrupt stops of the bow.  He uses a plus sign for this marking that has now

become the standard marking for left-hand pizzicato.

Patrick Hardish

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1981

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Patrick Hardish wrote extensive performance instructions in the

abbreviations, symbols, and general notation at the opening of the score to

String Quartet No. 1.  There are general notes that apply to all players followed

by markings specific to each instrument. 

As many sections are unmetered, Hardish distinguishes lengths of notes

by either their exact duration or approximate durations with space between

notes and indications of rests.  Other general markings he has are for fast

vibrato, ricochet bowing, highest inaudible tones on the instrument, and quarter
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tones.

Specific to the first violinist are note accelerations, playing as fast as

possible, quarter tone trills, left-hand pizzicato, and pizzicato between the bridge

and tailpiece.  The second violinist is directed to play on the bridge and to use

snap pizzicato.  Slow, quarter tone vibrato, playing behind the bridge on one

string as single notes or tremolo, and arpeggiated pizzicato behind the bridge

are included in the viola part.  The cellist has extensive graphic markings to learn.

In regards to bowing there is a symbol for using a great deal of pressure in order

to create a scraping sound, hitting the string with the wood of the bow and

holding it there for a buzzing sound, and rapid non-rhythmical tremolo.39

  

Lejaren Hiller

String Quartet No. 5 (in Quarter Tones)

Year composed: 1962

Publisher: Theodore Presser (1968)

Recordings: Vox Box 5143, Vox SVBX 5306

Lejaren Hiller was working as a chemist in 1957 when he wrote Illiac Suite,

his first computer music.  He was a prolific author of over fifty books on

chemistry, music and electronics.  String Quartet No. 5 (in Quarter Tones), written

in 1962, was definitely influenced by his computer music compositions.  The pitch

set is an even-tempered quarter tone scale and follows serial techniques based on

a twenty-four note row.  The quartet is in seven movements; four themes

39Patrick Hardish, Abbreviations, Symbols, and General Notation in
String Quartet No. 1, score, 1981, American Music Center Collection, New York,
NY.
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separated by variations.  The variations resemble the sonata, scherzo, and finale

movements of a traditional string quartet.  Unusual sounds he provides

directions for are producing a squeaky sound by sliding the bow roughly and

carelessly and dragging the bow slowly with extreme pressure for a raspy,

grating sound.  He also instructs the performers to rap the body of the

instrument with knuckles, glissando, and use snap pizzicato.40  

Sydney Hodkinson

String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The Syracuse New Music Society commissioned String Quartet No. 2 for

its 1993 Summer Music Series.  The three-movement work is  idiomatic for

strings however uses many complex rhythms.  As stated in the program notes,

he wanted to achieve a certain classical ambience and did this by writing the first

movement in sonata-allegro form, the second as a theme and variations, and the

third in rondo form.41 

Hodkinson explains several notations in the performance notes. 

Dynamically niente is to be a level of sound beneath ppp.  There are indications

40Lejaren Hiller, String Quartet No. 5 in Quarter Tones (Bryn Mawr: 
Theodore Presser, 1968).

41Sydney Hodkinson, Program Note in String Quartet No. 2, score, 1992,
Composer’s Collection.
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for gradual changes in the bow between sul tasto and sul ponticello.  With

glissandi markings are given for sliding during the full duration of the note,

sliding only at the very end of the note, and glissando with separate bow

strokes.42 Most of the other directions within the score are descriptive verbal

commands such as oozing, boldly, ghostly, straining, and jazzy.

String Quartet No. 3

Year composed: 1994

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Hodkinson states in the program notes:

My Second and Third Quartet were conceived at the same time;
 indeed, their composition intermingled, over half of No. 3 being 

sketched before No. 2 was completed.  Accordingly, they share 
similar material but, like the intertwining blood of cousins, their 
natures differ: No. 2 being somewhat acerbic and declamatory, 
No. 3 more lyric and gentler.43

String Quartet No. 3 was a commission for the Cassatt, Lafayatte, and

Ying Quartets with a grant from the Meet the Composer/ Reader’s Digest

Commissioning Program.  The first performances were in 1995.  As in his second

quartet he provides many directions in the opening performance notes.  With

the exception of a few items the notational directions are exactly as described in

String Quartet No. 2. Additional markings are for left-hand pizzicato, letting the

42Hodkinson, Performance Notes.

43Sydney Hodkinson, Program Note in String Quartet No. 3, score, 1994,
Composer’s Collection.
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string vibrate, and a variety of fermati.  The composition also includes glissandi

and artificial harmonics.  The verbal commands given in this quartet are rasping,

digging, heaving, straining, and sighing.

String Quartet No. 4

Year composed: 1996

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The fourth quartet of Hodkinson was written in memory of friends who

passed away the previous year.  The four-movement work lasts about twenty

minutes.  The notations he introduces in performance notes are the same as seen

in the second and third string quartets.  The additional performance markings

are to take particular care with dynamics and to execute sul ponticello at the

bridge even sacrificing pitch if necessary.  He also presents glissandi that are

played with separate bows to maintain an urgency in the sound.44

Michael Horwood

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1982

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The five-movement String Quartet by Michael Horwood is primarily in

44Sydney Hodkinson, Performance Notes in String Quartet No. 4, score,
1996, Composer’s Collection.
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traditional notation.  Of the movements Repertoire I, Cantus Interruptus I, Pizzicato

Minimalismo, Cantus Interruptus II, and Repertoire II, the second and fourth are for

solo cello with small interjections from the other players.  He incorporates col

legno, sul ponticello, glissando, ricochet bowing, and snap pizzicato into the work.

Karel Husa

String Quartet No. 3

Year composed: 1968

Publisher: Associated Music Publishers (1970)

Recordings: Everest SDBR 3290, Phoenix PHCD 113

The 1969 Pulitzer Prize winning String Quartet No. 3 by Karel Husa is

dedicated to the Fine Arts Quartet.  The four-movement quartet is prefaced with

brief performance notes.  Husa incorporates sul ponticello, irregular tremolo,

glissando, jeté bowing, senza vibrato, and left-hand pizzicato.  He also has

indications for quarter tones, the highest indefinite pitch on an instrument, and

the gradual transition from a harmonic to a true note.

Alexandros Kalogeras

Heiron for String Quartet

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none 

“Heiron for String Quartet” placed second in the Olympia International

Composition Competition held in 1990 in Athens, Greece.  Kalogeras borrowed
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the title of the work from an Olympian Ode by Pindar dating from 476 B.C.  The

fourteen-minute movement is mostly metered with some timed sections

requiring proportional note values.  Agogic accents are  specifically marked in

fast passages that contain slurs.  The techniques he includes are sul ponticello,

glissando, strumming strings with thumb and index finger, mutes, playing on

the tailpiece and tapping the body of the instrument.45

  

Daniel Kessner

String Quartet

Year composed: 1990

Publisher: Theodore Front Musical Literature (1990)

Recordings: none

Daniel Kessner, a professor of music at California State University, teaches

composition and leads the New Music Ensemble.  His String Quartet was

composed in 1990.

The viola is featured in the first section, Canto, with a  free melodic line. 

The remainder of the quartet does not enter until near the end of this first

portion of the piece.  The other sections, Arabesque, Scherzando, and Antiphon,

follow the Canto.

Most passages of the piece are metrical; those that are not show the

relative duration of note values.  Kessner uses larger and smaller note heads to

show both grace notes and metric stresses.  Other effects he calls for are

45Alexandros Kalogeras, “Heiron,” score, 1989, American Music Center
Collection, New York, NY.
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glissando, notated accelerando and ritardando, sul ponticello, and snap pizzicato.

Daniel Kingman

Quartet No. 2: Joyful

Year composed: 1980

Publisher: Theodore Presser (1989)

Recordings: none

Daniel Kingman only explored extended techniques for strings slightly in

his second string quartet.  He has a few different directions to accompany

pizzicato such as using a pick and strumming with the fingernail for a banjo-like

sound.

Jerome P. Kitzke

Waxdale Quartet: A String Quartet in the Vigorous Style

Year composed: 1974

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1974)

Recordings: none

Kitzke wrote the Waxdale Quartet:  A String Quartet in the Vigorous Style in

1974.  The one-movement work includes glissando marked with "slide" above

the line connecting notes, non-vibrato, and quarter tones.
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Joseph Klein

Pax Impotens for String Quartet

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Joseph Klein's “Pax Impotens for String Quartet” written in 1989 is a

two-movement work lasting about six minutes.  The first movement opens in

aleatoric style with designated events for the players to choose from with all

gradually moving to the first completely dictated measure.  The second

movement also opens in an unusual manner, as players are to be silent and

remain frozen in place for a period of time.  In the notes at the beginning of the

score are twenty special notations used in the work.  The effects he uses include

col legno, snap pizzicato, left-hand pizzicato, knocking on the belly of the

instrument, slapping strings with the left hand, rapidly strumming strings, and

playing the highest note possible.  There are marking for ritardando,

accelerando, playing as fast as possible, playing in quarter tones, and

exaggerated vibrato.  Rhythmically the composer uses both metric and spatial

notation.46

46Joseph Klein, Notes in “Pax Impotens for String Quartet,” score, 1989,
Composer’s Collection.
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Guy Klucevsek

Tremolo 4 for String Quartet

Year composed: 1980

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Guy Klucevsek instructs all instruments to play the entire piece entirely

upon the a-string. Measures are indicated in the score simply for counting and

cuing purposes and should not imply accented or stressed beats.  His most

creative marking is for articulated glissando.

Douglas Kolmar

White for String Quartet

Year composed: 1988

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The biggest challenge to a performer of Kolmar's “White for String

Quartet” is tuning as the composer intends.  In the third and fourth movements

microtonal pitch variation is used with exact pitches indicated in Hz and the

recommendation that each player use a digital tuner.47  Kolmar has created

symbols to represent specific variances of a pitch.  Other graphic notations

include a symbol for glissando during a pizzicato note and ricochet bowing

behind the bridge.

47Douglas Kolmar, “White for String Quartet,” score, 1988, American
Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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The titles of the movements are  descriptive: Snow Birches, The Way the

Light Hits the White Brick Wall, and Clouds Reflected.  Within the score varying

speeds of vibrato are indicated, bowing effects of col legno, sul ponticello, and

ricochet used, and note boxes to play over a specified amount of time utilized. 

Amplification is preferable in performance of the four-movement work.

    

David Kowalski

String Quartet No. 2

Year Composed: 1982

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The fourteen-minute String Quartet of Kowalski is composed as one long

sectionalized movement.  The piece has minutely gradiated dynamic indications. 

In the opening performance notes are descriptions of the symbols used in the

score.  For bowing there are markings for unmeasured tremolo, thrown bow

(unmeasured ricochet), a thrown bow that transforms into a legato stroke, sul

ponticello, sul tasto, and col legno.  Kowalski makes a distinction between glissando

and audible shifts between notes.48  

48David Kowalski, Performance Notes in String Quartet No. 2, score,
1982, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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Stanislaw Krupowicz

Only Beatrice for Amplified String Quartet and Tape

Year composed: 1988

Publisher: Brevis (1988)

Recordings: Muza SX2854

The Third Eye Centre in Scotland commissioned Only Beatrice for Amplified

String Quartet by Stanislaw Krupowicz.  For amplification the composer prefers

contact microphones.  There are tape cues for synchronization as well as varying

arrows in the first violin part for cuing of the ensemble or subsets of the

ensemble.  The work is entirely unmetered so coordination is by time, verbal,

tape, and first violinist cues.  Although unmetered there are symbols of when to

use precise or free rhythm.  With glissando are two distinctive marks.  The first is

for a continuous glissando with the bow changing according to a written

rhythmic pattern.  The other is for a glissando without any bow changes with the

rhythm of the pitches involved indicating duration.49

Ezra Laderman

String Quartet No. 5

Year composed: 1976

Publisher: Schirmer (1985)

Recordings: none

Ezra Laderman devised many interesting markings for effects she desires

49Stanislaw Krupowicz, Only Beatrice for Amplified String Quartet and Tape
(Poznan:  Brevis, 1988).
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in her composition String Quartet No. 5.  All effects are notated in the score with

indications at the location to describe their execution.  She has not included so

many that they are obstructive to reading and performing the music.  Bowing

effects such as variable speed and pressure, ricochet during a glissando, moving

the bow slowly, moving the bow quickly, and using great pressure to obtain a

rough sound have all been given graphic indications by Laderman.  She also has

a marking for plucking the strings at random with fingers of both hands.  

The more common techniques seen are sul ponticello, col legno, flautando,

variable vibrato speed, and playing behind the bridge.  The one marking not

requiring the instrument at all is for stomping one’s foot.

Mark S. Laporta

Portals for String Quartet

Year composed: 1984

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

In “Portals for String Quartet,” Mark Laporta gives specific directions in

the opening performance notes.  He states that the performer must pay careful

attention to dynamics and articulation, even at the expense of intonation.50  In

the three-movement work there are tempo markings indicating a flexible range

of speeds.  Besides sul ponticello, mutes, and altered fermatas he only has one

unique marking.  Laporta puts the letters NB above a note to indicate a fast

50Mark Laporta, Performance Notes in “Portals for String Quartet,” score,
1984, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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audible slide and frequently does this in conjunction with moving a quarter tone

higher then back to normal pitch.51 

John Anthony Lennon

Voices for String Quartet

Year composed: 1982

Publisher: Peters (1988)

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI CD599

John Anthony Lennon’s Voices for String Quartet is one sectionalized

movement.  Though written using sixteenth and eighth notes in a slow tempo,

the music would have been more readable if written primarily in quarter notes. 

There is much mixed meter and indications in stems for increasing speed.  He

also incorporates artificial harmonics.

Peter Tod Lewis

Signs and Circuits

Year composed: 1969

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1978)

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI 393 and CRI 619

The Mark Twain State Bank commissioned Peter Tod Lewis to write Signs

and Circuits for the St. Louis String Quartet.  They first performed the

composition on 2 March 1969 at Washington University.  The tape sequences,

both concrete and electronic, were realized at the Electronic Lab at Southern

51Laporta, Performance Notes.
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Illinois University.  He suggests using a two-channel stereo system for

performance.  On one page of the twenty-three minute work the tape continues

playing as the quartet members are to play the small boxes located on the page

at random.  This includes tapping the body of the instrument with knuckles,

variable vibrato, col legno on undetermined pitches and playing behind the

bridge. Other marking that he shows in symbols and abbreviations for use in the

piece are glissando, miniature noteheads for approximate pitches, hand trills on

the wood of the instrument body, and playing notes as rapidly as possible.  He

also uses quarter tones, “Bartók” pizzicato, left-hand pizzicato, playing behind

the bridge, a slow firm bow for a grating sound, col legno, sul ponticello, various

speeds of vibrato, and low and high notes.52

Erik Lindgren

Music for String Quartet

Year composed: 1978

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none 

Erik Lindgren describes all extended techniques in the score at the first

point they occur.  These include notated tremolo, glissando with tremolo,

glissando using only harmonics, hitting the wood of instrument with flat fingers,

and scraping the strings with a guitar pick.

52Peter Tod Lewis, Symbols and Abbreviations in Signs and Circuits (New
York:  American Composers Alliance, 1978).
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David Lindsay

String Quartet No. 1: The Gospel of Matthew

Year composed: 1981

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

David Lindsay places a notation key as the preface to “String Quartet No.

1:  The Gospel of Matthew" after which he has no additional directional notes for

the performers.  Effects he includes are sul ponticello, glissando, mutes, col legno,

snap pizzicato, and random unmetered bow changes.  He also uses wavy lines to

show vibrato speed and arcs attached to a notehead for pitch bends.

Drake Mabry

String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1977

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

While in Aspen, Colorado in 1977 Drake Mabry composed String Quartet

No. 2.  He has two pages of extensive instructions describing the execution of the

notation he wrote.53

In regards to rhythm, besides typical notation, Mabry uses bracketed time

scales, accelerando, ritardandi, markings for simultaneous playing and for as fast

as possible. There are many specific gradiated indications for the desired vibrato

53Drake Mabry, Performance Instructions in String Quartet No. 2, score,
1977, Composer’s Collection.
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ranging from no vibrato, to fast vibrato, to quarter tone vibrato. Glissandi are

used extensively.  They are primarily in one direction with designated beginning

and ending pitches.  However, there are some glissandi that show the shape of

the glissando. Artificial harmonics occur and there is a marking to indicate an

artificial harmonic on the highest possible pitch. Also included in this work are

indications for playing behind the bridge, “Bartók” pizzicato, the highest possible

pitch, and simulated playing. There are some improvisational sections with

explicit direction as to the relationship of parts. 

Janet Maguire

Invenzione

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

McGuire’s “Invenzione” is a one-movement unmetered piece.  Measures

are either indicated with time duration or in a relative time position.  She utilizes

frequent glissandi between notated pitches, sul ponticello, and some quarter

tones.  Notes encapsulated in small boxes are played as fast as possible in any

order.
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Ursula Mamlok

String Quartet

Year composed: 1962

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1963)

Recordings: none

Ursula Mamlok's String Quartet is a two-movement work with a duration

of approximately eleven minutes.  Markings she includes are non-vibrato,

glissando, sul ponticello, flautando,, col legno, and a section labeled “wildly, as fast

as possible.”54  She has four specific types of pizzicato:  normal, left-hand, with

the fingernail, and snap.

Bunita Marcus

The Rugmaker

Year composed: 1986

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

In addition to an amplified string quartet Bunita Marcus needs a speaker

for a performance of “The Rugmaker.”  She has some interesting descriptive

verbal and graphic notations in the quartet as indicated in the performance

notes.  Where "plastic" is written the effect is a rubato of the independent parts

created from a mix of fermati, tenuti, and tempi.  Likewise, "1/2 scratch" designates

a note beginning with a scratch tone that gradually changes to normal.  A

54Ursula Mamlok, String Quartet (New York:  American Composers
Alliance, 1963).
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decrescendo superimposed with the text poco is for a small diminuendo only on

the note indicated with a return to the original dynamic for the following

notes.55  Other common markings are for mutes, glissando, sul ponticello, and

flautando.

Lansing McCloskey

Flux in Situ for String Quartet

Year composed: 1988, revised 1991

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

“Flux in situ,” a three-movement composition, is a “musical study of the

concept of motion within a static framework.”56 The quartet won the Corwinn

Award for Chamber Music.  

Within the score a performer will encounter snap pizzicato, left-hand

pizzicato, sul tasto, tremolo, sul ponticello, and ricochet bowing.  There are

glissandi between designated pitches and to the highest pitch possible.  Note

boxes indicate a continual repeat of the enclosed material for a given time.

55Bunita Marcus, “The Rugmaker,” score, 1986, American Music Center
Collection, New York, NY.

56Lansing McCloskey, “Flux in Situ for String Quartet,” score, 1988, rev.
1991, Composer’s Collection. 
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Ellsworth Milburn

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1974

Publisher: MMB Music (1984)

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI 369 and CRI 736

String Quartet No. 1 is dedicated to the Concord String Quartet.  Milburn

uses both metrical and proportional rhythmic notation.  In the sections with

proportional notation the distance between notes is representative of their

duration with a blackened notehead to last approximately one second.  Common

markings are for glissando, quarter tones, and tremolo.  In some sections there

are directions to alternate articulations at random.  There are groupings of notes

that are to be repeated for the duration indicated by an arrow.57

 Jerome Miskell

Relentless Variations for String Quartet

Year composed: 1994

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none 

In the nine-minute “Relentless Variations for String Quartet,” Miskell

gives performance directions within the score.  He has a few markings other

than the typical sul ponticello, glissando, pizzicato with the pad of the finger, and

harmonics in the work.  He requests “sideways bowing” which is bowing the

strings vertically rather than at the typical right angle.  There are places the left

57Ellsworth Milburn, String Quartet No. 1 (St. Louis:  MMB Music, 1984).
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hand is indicated to be played with the same pressure as harmonics though not

at positions upon the string where natural harmonics occur.58

 

Stephen Montague

String Quartet: In Memoriam Barry Anderson and Tomasz Sikorski

Year composed: 1991

Publisher: United Music Publishers (1991)

Recordings: Continuum CCD 1061, France MPO LDC-058

Stephen Montague, who was born in Syracuse, New York, studied

composition at Florida State University, was awarded a Fulbright Scholarship,

and was a founding member of the Electroacoustic Music Association of Great

Britain wrote his string quartet following the deaths of two of his close composer

friends.  The National Studio for Electronic Music commissioned the composition

that was premiered by the Jagdish Mistry Quartet.  

In addition to the string quartet live electronics and computer-generated

tape are necessary for performance.  There are detailed instructions in the score

for equipment and setup.  This document will deal only with notations for the

string players.   Markings for strings include x's to produce white noise by

playing on top of the bridge, diminuendo to silence, ad libitum accents over the

duration of a note, snap pizzicato, and playing highest pitches possible.  When an

asterisk is included between two vertical lines the players are to say "ssh" while

58Jerome Miskell, “Relentless Variations for String Quartet,” score, 1994,
American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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creating white noise on top of the bridge.59

Lawrence Moss

String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1975

Publisher: Elkan Vogel (1977)

Recordings: none

The Composers Quartet premiered Lawrence Moss’ String Quartet No. 2

on 25 January 1976.  The Chamber Music Society of Baltimore commissioned the

work.  It is not until the second movement of four that the performers encounter

any extended techniques.   These include tapping the instrument with fingertips,

knuckles, or flat fingers, unmeasured tremolo while tapping, wide vibrato,

glissando, and col legno.

David W. Nelson

String Quartet No. 1

Year Composed: 1993

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

In his String Quartet, David Nelson includes instructions that are

descriptive of both performance techniques and the moods evoked in the work.

The varying elements of the quartet evoke an image of the wind with a

59Stephen Montague, String Quartet: in Memoriam Barry Anderson and
Tomasz Skiorski (London:  United Music Publishers, 1991).
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breathless quality, a playful wind moving across the land, an angry powerful

wind, and a fast rushing wind.  In the final rushing wind left-hand pizzicato is

frequently employed.  Other than this, artificial harmonics are the only slightly

unusual marking.

Juliet Palmer

Babe for String Quartet

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

“Babe for String Quartet” is a brief five-minute composition.   Players are

asked to bow the tailpiece, bow with a scratch tone, and pizzicato as fast as

possible the pitches in a note block.

Egg and Tongue for String Quartet

Year composed: 1994

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Juliet Palmer is conservative in the number of extended techniques

included in her composition “Egg and Tongue for String Quartet”.  Other than

sul ponticello and slap pizzicato the only marking she has is for bowing on the

tailpiece to create a moaning sound.
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Presage for String Quartet

Year composed: 1988

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

In “Presage for String Quartet” Palmer uses artificial harmonics, left-hand

pizzicato, glissando, sul ponticello, and quarter tones.  In addition to much mixed

meter there are a few unmetered sections with time indications in seconds above

the measure with each players part in rhythmic relation to the others.

Steven Paxton

String Quartet No. 1: Of Mice and Men

Year composed: 1979

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The first and third movements of Of Mice and Men contain the most

extended techniques.  Included are left-hand pizzicato, a fade to no sound, a

gradual slowing, and sul ponticello.  For the left hand are glissandi between

designated pitches, non-vibrato, wide-vibrato, and direction above pitches for

quarter tones.
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Wayne Peterson

String Quartet

Year composed: 1983

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings:   Koch International Classics KDC-CD-7615 and Innova MN 111

The String Quartet composed by Wayne Peterson is a continuous

sectionalized piece.  He places  clear symbols and directions in the opening

performance notes.  He starts with abbreviations of commonly used techniques. 

These are "ORD" for ordinary bowing, "ST" for sul tasto, "SP" for sul ponticello,

"MSP" for molto sul ponticello, and "CL" for struck col legno.  He also has markings

for playing the highest note on a given string, transitioning from slow to fast and

vice versa, and snap pizzicato.  In conjunction with glissando are indications for

glissando within a time frame to an indeterminate pitch, glissando with a change

of bow upon reaching the arrival note, and glissando between designated pitches

on one bow.60   

John Pietro

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none 

 John Pietro writes all directions for extended techniques within the score. 

60Wayne Peterson, String Quartet, score, 1983, American Music Center
Collection, New York, NY.
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In the first movement, The Dissonant Dissident, he requests strumming with the

fingernail, bowing the tailpiece, bowing behind the bridge, slapping the

fingerboard with the left hand, and snapping strings against the fingerboard. 

The second movement, “16” hi-hat, calls for pizzicato with a percussive choking

of the string with the left hand and scordatura in the cello.  There are sections with

jazz chords and free improvisation in the quartet.  The cellist is given jazz chords

and told to “walk” in the final movement, Parapsychology.

Mel Powell

Filigree Setting for String Quartet

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Schirmer (1965)

Recordings: Nonesuch Records N78006, Son-Nova Records

Mel Powell alternates between a mixture of graphic notation and

traditional notation in his score of Filigree Setting for String Quartet.  Though

there are a few introductory remarks in the score, most directions are located in

the score at the musical moment they are to occur.  In the introductory

statements Powell introduces an X to replace a time signature when there is no

fixed ensemble tempo.  He also has arrows denoting coinciding musical events

or entrances and varying types of fermatas.  The metered sections are 

pointillistic.  One of the recurring graphic markings has no notes, only directions.

The player is told which string to play ad libitum upon in an allegro tempo with an

accelerando to prestissimo followed by a long fermata.  In a few of the locations

the direction, "wedge," appears.  The performer is directed to the approximate
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location upon the string to have the left hand or where to move between.

He requests that the players do finger trills on the ribs of the instrument,

tap on the ribs and back of the instrument, and tap and finger trill on a table

often designating the fingering to use.  He is  specific about when fingernail clicks

are appropriate with the finger taps and trills.  More common techniques are sul

ponticello, col legno, ricochet, sul tasto, flautando, tremolo, glissando, and pizzicato

with the fingernail.61  

Frank Proto

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Liben Music (1977)

Recordings: QCA Records RM3105 and Red Mark CD9209

The Blair Quartet, to whom Proto dedicated the composition,

commissioned String Quartet No. 1.  Frequently seen notations in this quartet

are pizzicato, glissando, sul ponticello, non-vibrato, artificial harmonics, mutes,

and tremolo.  He has opening notes that offer many necessary directions for the

three-movement quartet.

All players must sing vocal sounds without vibrato.  Proto shows and

gives examples of the phonetic symbols seen in the piece.  In the final

movements the violin and viola alternate between vocal and instrumental sound.

In the score this appears as a divided part.  Other advice offered in the notes are

61Mel Powell, Filigree Setting for String Quartet (New York: Schirmer,
1965).   
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for the cellist to use an unsharpened 7” inch pencil as a drumstick during the first

movement hitting the strings with the metal band by the eraser.  At points the

pencil merely replaces the bow while at others the pencil is to be tapped on the

string behind the bridge.  In the last movements the cellist is asked to use a long,

thin metal object such as a knitting needle.  The metal object is then placed

between the C and G strings and a fast tremolo played.  

All pizzicato chords are to be strummed from lowest to highest note with

the thumb.  In the score writing above the chords the words pizzicato and guitar

indicate this.  Harmonics are to be played senza vibrato.  In the final movement

the second violin and viola are instructed to clap rhythmic patterns.62    

Bernard Rands

Cuaderno

Year composed: 1975

Publisher: Universal Editions (1986)

Recordings: none

The Fitzwilliam Quartet commissioned the twelve-minute quartet,

Cuarderno, by Bernard Rands.  The quartet uses many extended techniques and

different notations that are described in the directions for performance.63

Rands includes and uses groups of notes to be played as fast as possible,

proportional notation for rhythms, and relative durations within a set time

62Frank Proto, String Quartet No. 1 (Cincinnati:  Liben Music, 1977). 

63Bernard Rands, Directions for Performance in Cuaderno (London:
Universal Edition, 1986).
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frame.  He has a few markings for multiple repeats varied by the means in which

they end.

In conjunction with pizzicato are many markings such as left-hand

pizzicato, open-string pizzicato with the left hand, pizzicato with the fingernail,

pizzicato tremolo, and both fast and slow arpeggiated pizzicato chords.

For pitch, exaggerated vibrato, playing behind the bridge, highest

possible pitches, and very highly fingered passages are all utilized.  The most

common marking is for glissando.

Eric Regener

String Quartet

Year composed: 1971

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

As a preface to his quartet Regener has supplied special notations

complete with notations and descriptions.  Those involving techniques in playing

are snap pizzicato, fingernail pizzicato, and col legno battuto.  The other markings

seen in the four-movement work are to indicate the principal line and stresses to

emphasis syncopations and cross-rhythms.
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Roger Reynolds

Coconino. . . A Shattered Landscape

Year composed: 1985

Publisher: Peters (1989)

Recordings:   Auvudis/Naïve MO 782083, Gramavision R4 79440

Coconino is the county in Northern Arizona that contains the Grand

Canyon.  Roger Reynolds composed this twenty-one minute work for the

Arditti Quartet.  As a preface in this oversize score, Reynolds has a section titled

“Signs and Symbols” to describe needed effects.  There are marking for

intensified tremolo, grace notes both preceding and following a pitch.  He also

has graphics for a gentle imitative pizzicato, notes not to be played as harmonics,

and an altered fermata that is to be like a stopped heart beat that then falls back

into a normal rhythm.

Visions for String Quartet

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: Peters (1994)

Recordings: Auvidis/Naïve MO 782083

The Lincoln Center commissioned Visions for String Quartet by Roger

Reynolds.  The composition was for the Arditti Quartet.  Some opening notes

concerning performance precede the two movements.  Unmeasured tremolo,

irregular tremolo, glissando, and “ripples” are all markings Reynolds employs.
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Anna Rubin

Flames Rising and Falling to the Sea for String Quartet

Year composed: 1987

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Anna Rubin dedicated “Flames Rising and Falling to the Sea for String

Quartet” to S. Keshevadas.  In the opening notes are many indications for altered

rhythms, markings for accidentals occurring only within a beat, repeated chords

in indicated rhythm, and “note-boxes” for repeated notes until the next event

occurs.  She uses abbreviations to show sul tasto and sul ponticello.  Other

commonly seen markings are for con sordino, artificial harmonics, and snap

pizzicato.  Glissando is treated in many fashions by Rubin.  She requests and has

notations for glissando with measured iteration between notes, glissando with

unmeasured iteration between notes, glissando with staccato bowing between

indicated notes, “murmuring” glissando, and glissando using harmonics.64

Peter Scartabello

Cast for String Quartet

Year composed: 1997

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The three-movement quartet by Scartabello includes most of its extended

64Anna Rubin, Notes in “Flames Rising and Falling to the Sea for String
Quartet,” score, 1987, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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techniques in the middle movement.  He wrote in a letter to the author of this

document that many players are intimidated by the second movement.  Included

with the score is a micro-tonal key for quarter tones and eighth-tones.

Relating to pitch are symbols to arpeggiate, artificial harmonics, glissando

between designated pitches, and varying speeds of vibrato.  Using an x as a

notehead means to “press string forcibly to fingerboard with fingering hand; do

not bow or pluck with bowing hand.”65 Square noteheads are played using

excessive pressure.  The player must also use sul ponticello and sul tasto as

designated.

Barton A. Schiboni

String Quartet No. 1, Op. 6

Year composed: 1966

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none 

Schiboni’s first string quartet is in three movements and lasts

approximately twelve minutes.  Though some directions are given in the notes

to the quartet members there are also directions within the score itself.  The first

movement is in six distinct sections, each ending with a pause as indicated. 

Observed in this movement are artificial harmonics, sul ponticello, pizzicato as

close to the bridge as possible, notated vibrato, and scordatura in the cello.  The

second movement has no special indications.  

65Peter Scartabello, “Cast for String Quartet,” score, 1997, Composer’s
Collection.
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The third movement is full of markings.  In the notes are descriptions and

notations for altering the string’s pitch by turning the peg as if tuning, glissando

following the shape of the line, x’s to indicate noise sounds or spoken syllables,

and a marking for sliding the bow toward the fingerboard.66 This movement

consists of noteheads with no rhythm other than to gradually accelerate or

ritard.  Cues for alignment between parts are by number of seconds within the

bar.  Indications seen in the score are sul ponticello, col legno, and sul tasto.  The

more unusual marking in the score are to tap the instrument with knuckles, tap

the bow stick on music stand, tap foot on floor as loudly as possible, hiss loudly,

and sing syllables.

 

String Quartet No. 2, Op 12

Year composed: 1970

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Barton Schiboni wrote his second quartet for Fred Katz.  There are

extensive notes for the quartet members describing notations that he employs. 

Most of these deal with time length of notes, note groupings and “note pools.”67

The extended techniques for the string players include a wavy line to indicate

wide vibrato, plus and minus signs to gradually raise or lower the pitch by

66Barton A. Schiboni, Notes to the Quartet Members in String Quartet No.
1, Op. 6, score, 1966, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.

67Barton A. Schiboni, Notes to the Quartet Members in String Quartet No.
2, Op. 12, score, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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rolling the finger, jagged lines indicate portamenti, and glissandi with guide

notes.  There are also markings within the score for sul ponticello, mutes, and

senza vibrato.  With the many notations in this seven-movement work the

composer suggests that the quartet performers should study and discuss the

composition away from instruments before attempting to play it

Phillip Schroeder

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1983

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Phillip Jones dedicated his string quartet to Margaret Jones.  Notation

indicated at the opening of the score shows one unique marking.  The player is

to dampen the indicated string next to the nut and play col legno making sure to

use only the wood of the bow.  Other frequently seen markings are for mutes

and sul ponticello.

Elliott Schwartz

Bellagio Variations for String Quartet

Year composed: 1980

Publisher: Margun Music (1980)

Recordings: Metier MSV CD92051, GM Recordings GM 2041

Bellagio Variation for String Quartet was composed for the Portland String

Quartet in July of 1980.  Schwartz was in residence at the Rockefeller Foundation
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Study Center in Bellagio, Italy when inspired for this composition.  His influences

included Luening’s Bells of Bellagio, a chamber work of Serbelloni, the Bowdoin

College football song, and an earlier student work of his.68

As there are no individual parts all players read from the score in this

fifteen-minute composition.  Many of the indications that Schwartz has used are

proportional rhythmic notations.  Reading and deciphering the score is more

difficult than the actual execution of parts. Techniques for the quartet players

include playing the highest sound possible,  rapid chromatic passages moving

from one pitch to another by means of half-step motion, ad libitum notes,

glissando, snap pizzicato, and sul ponticello.

David Sheinfeld

String Quartet

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Fallen Leaf Press (1988)

Recordings: none

David Sheinfeld, born in 1906, has written music for chamber ensemble,

orchestra and solo instruments.  The String Quartet was premiered by the

Kronos Quartet and has also been performed by the Alexander String Quartet.

There are a few indications in the opening symbols.  These include notations for

a quarter tone higher or lower than indicated pitch, an expressive accent

executed more with the left hand than the bow, dead tones, movement from

68Elliott Schwartz, Bellagio Variations (Newton Centre: Margun Music,
1980).
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natural bowing to sul ponticello, and mutes.69  Within the first movement, Agitato,

he also requests left-hand pizzicato, col legno, scratchy tones, and knocking on the

fingerboard.  Elegy, the second movement, requires sharp pizzicato, a sigh-like

fast glissando, a light pizzicato by brushing strings lightly on fingerboard, and

directions over notes for an almost scratchy sound.  The only additional marking

in the Scherzo-Finale is to play the indicated notes with a hard, dry tone.

String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1994

Publisher: Fallen Leaf Press (1996)

Recordings: none

Sheinfeld’s second quartet, completed in April 1994, is in four movements

and lasts about eighteen minutes.  Though many directions are given directly in

the score he has included a page of symbols describing a few of his markings. 

These are for a slow, chromatic glissando, an expressive accent, a muffled

pizzicato, a sharp staccato, and quarter tones above and below indicated

pitches.70  General techniques seen in the score are sul ponticello, sul tasto, non-

vibrato, glissando, col legno, and con sordino.  In the first movement glissando are

given more specific directions such as a partial glissando and a slow micro-

glissando to an indefinite note.  He also requests a hard dry tone in sections.  The

69David Sheinfeld, Symbols in String Quartet (Berkeley: Fallen Leaf Press,
1988).

70David Sheinfeld, Symbols in String Quartet No. 2 (Berkeley: Fallen Leaf
Press, 1996).
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second movement requires in parts an inexpressive tone and a screechy sound. 

The last two movements have no other new technical indications.

Hsueh-Yung Shen

Four Characteristic Movements for String Quartet

Year composed: 1976

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Hsueh-Yung Shen includes notes for the execution of extended techniques

in the score of “Four Characteristic Movements for String Quartet” as the event

occurs.  The four-movement work has designated pauses of between ten and

twenty seconds between consecutive movements.  General markings

encountered throughout are sul ponticello, tremolo, glissando, col legno, and non-

vibrato.  Moto perpetuo, the first movement, introduces triangle noteheads to play

the highest possible note on the indicated string.  The second movement,

Intermezzo, frequently indicates 15ma above notes for a two-octave transposition. 

There is an extended harmonic glissando passage in Notturno, the third

movement.  The Capriccio, finale movement, has several italian indications over

notes.  These are dito solo, to produce sound only with left-hand fingers; dietro il

pont, to play behind the bridge; grattando, to press very hard with the bow for

more noise than pitch in the sound; and battendo sul legno, to strike the back of

the instrument with knuckles.  He also requests that the quartet stamp their feet
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and the more resonant the floor the better the effect.71

Ann Silsbee

Quest

Year composed: 1977

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1977)

Recordings: none

Quest by Ann Silsbee has many performance notes written within the

score.  The more common techniques seen are sul ponticello, sul tasto, sotto voce,

glissando, left-hand pizzicato, slurred pizzicato, markings for varying degrees of

vibrato, and 1/2 CLB to indicate playing with half-wood and half-hair.  The

innovative markings she uses are to “touch wood of bow lightly to string near

bridge while vibrating, resulting in a buzz,” and to “press bow very hard on

string while moving it very slowly.  The resulting sound, like a groan, includes

scarcely any pitch content, and is likely intermittent.”72 There are also indication

to sing shadowing the cello part and to play approximate pitches.  In one section

are boxes with durations and directions to improvise using col legno, slapping

strings, tapping instrument, and tongue clicks.73

71Hsueh-Yung Shen, “Four Characteristic Movements for String Quartet,”
score, 1976, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.

72Ann Silsbee, Quest (New York: American Composers Alliance, 1977), 5.

73Silsbee, 11.
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Judi Silvano

Opus 66 Quartet

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Silvano Music (1994)

Recordings: none

Silvano’s four-movement composition is primarily in standard musical

notation.  In the final movement are directions for ad libitum harmonics and ad

libitum pizzicato.  Toward the end approximate notes are shown with x

noteheads.

Ezra Sims

Third String Quartet

Year composed: 1962

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1964)

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI 223 and CRI CD784

Sims’ Third String Quartet was commissioned by the Samuel Clap

Endicott Memorial Foundation.  She dedicated the composition to the Lenox

Quartet.  The five-minute work has a few opening notes and some subsequent

directions within the score.  She has symbols to indicate thumping the

instrument in two places for different pitches, to loosely finger the pitch so the

sound is muffled, to pizzicato behind the bridge, and to tap the bridge or

tailpiece with the wood of the bow.74  Other markings are for cello scordatura,

74Ezra Sims, Third Quartet (New York: American Composers Alliance,
1964).
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artificial harmonics, col legno between the bridge and tailpiece, and glissando.

String Quartet No. 4

Year composed: 1984

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

String Quartet No. 4 was written for the Serge Koussevitsky Music

Foundation in the Library of Congress.  The primary markings seen in this work

are for  detailed microtonal pitches.  The cello is also scordatura having the low C

tuned to B.

Paul Siskind

Delusions of Grandeur and The Grand Delusion

Year composed: 1988

Publisher: Master’s Thesis, Queens College (1988)

Recordings: none

Paul Siskind refers to his work as a diptych.  The two parts, Delusions of

Grandeur and The Grand Delusion, though meant to be played together can be

performed individually.75 The Arditti Quartet premiered the complete work in

1989.

Though there are some extra notations these are fairly limited.  He writes

for the performer to use sul ponticello, artificial harmonics, “Bartók” pizzicato,

75Paul Siskind, "Delusions of Grandeur and the Grand Delusion" (Master’s
Thesis, Queens College, New York, NY, 1988).
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glissando, and wide vibrato.

Gary Smart

The Second Sundog

Year composed: 1974

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

“The Second Sundog” was written under the auspices of a grant from the

National Endowment of the Arts.  The composition is for string quartet and

three radios.  This is his second piece in a series of works utilizing radios so as to

have an unpredictable sound source.  He considers the radios to be an integral

part of the texture.  “The juxtaposition of known and unknown elements in this

work may in some way reflect the composer’s admiration for the unpredictable

rhythms, textures, forms, and mysterious beauty to be found in nature.”76

Techniques utilized by the quartet are harmonics, glissando, tremolo, non-

vibrato, col legno, and sul ponticello.  Thought the composition is mostly metered

there are a few sections written in graphic notation for coordination of events.

76Gary Smart, “The Second Sundog,” score, 1974, American Music Center
Collection, New York, NY.
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Elliott Sokolov

String Quartet

Year composed: 1974

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Elliott Sokolov is conservative in his use of extended techniques.  His

quartet includes pizzicato, artificial harmonics, col legno, glissando between

designated pitches, and a square notehead showing to play behind the bridge.

Ken Steen

Looming

Year composed: 1991

Publisher: Steenmusic (1992)

Recordings: none

Steen places extensive performance notes in which he describes graphic

and word notations as a preface to his two-movement quartet Looming.  Relating

to pitch are glissandi, highest note possible, microtones of 1/8 to 1/4 tone from

indicated pitch, and “whammy bar” by a  fluid glissando between pitches.  In

regards to vibrato are notations for quarter tone vibrato, a slow wide vibrato,

and increases or decreases in intensity.  Involving bowing techniques are bowed

harmonics by changing pressure, accelerated bowing, movement from sul

ponticello to ordinary bowing, playing behind the bridge, and “didjeridoo”
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bowing to create a wah-wah sound.77 

Within the score the performer will also find snap pizzicato, sul ponticello,

directional arrows for pizzicato chords, col legno, harmonics, and glissando

between notated pitches.  There are also note boxes with extensive directions

concerning dynamics, bow placement, pitch adjustment, and rhythmic

alterations.

Greg Steinke

Music for String Quartet 1964/65

Year composed: 1965

Publisher: Seesaw Music Corporation (1974)

Recordings: none

While a senior at the Oberlin Conservatory Greg Steinke composed Music

for String Quartet.  The one-movement quartet is an extensive rewriting and

expansion of an earlier string trio.  Stylistically the quartet is influenced by

Steinke's study of the Bartók quartets along with the music of Schoenberg, Berg,

and Webern.78

There are a limited number of techniques used in the piece.  Steinke

utilizes short portamentos and longer glissandi between designated pitches and

on harmonics.  In a few locations the performer is to play a quarter tone higher

77Ken Steen, Performance Notes in Looming (Wetersfield, CT: Steenmusic,
1992).

78Greg Steinke, Program Notes in Score in Music for String Quartet (New
York: Seesaw Music, 1974).
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or lower than the pitch indicated.  He also requests “Bartók” pizzicato.

Native American Notes: The Bitter Roots of Peace for String Quartet

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Tierra del Mar Music (1990)

Recordings: Classico CLASSCD 251

Greg Steinke completed the score for Native American Notes: The Bitter

Roots of Peace early in 1990 in Tucson, Arizona.  As stated in his performance

notes, the composer’s intent is to contrast and portray events in the 1880’s of the

Native Americans with the 1980’s events in Eastern Europe.  The music is based

upon two works of poetry by K'os Naahaabii.  These are "Song XXVI" from

Songs of the Fire Circles and "The Bitter Roots of Peace" from Notes from the Center

of the Earth.  Performers should attempt to recreate in the work the poetic image

portrayed.79

The piece is in seven movements: a prologue, two stanzas, an interlude,

two additional stanzas, and an epilogue.  The special performance techniques are

indicated and explained in the score as they occur.  The more common ones used

are sul ponticello, col legno, ”Bartók” pizzicato, and glissando.  He also

incorporates “half-sharps,” playing behind the bridge, pizzicato with the

fingernail, erratic tremolo, tapping the instrument, and playing the highest

possible notes.  There are several sections of improvisatory material along with

segments of free rhythm in a more graphic notation.

79Greg Steinke, Performance Notes in Native American Notes: The Bitter
Roots of Peace for String Quartet (Muncie, IN: Tierra del Mar Music, 1990).
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Robert Stewart 

String Quartet No. 6: Fractal Images

Year composed: 1990

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1990)

Recordings: none

Commissioned by the Virginia Music Teachers Association, String Quartet

#6:  Fractal Images was premiered by the Elkins String Quartet.  The three

movement titles are Fractal Images, Invisible Forms, and Kalosonicscope. 

Stewart makes extensive use of glissandi.  He also has markings for slapping the

string while fingered, fingering the strings only, and rapid pizzicato behind the

bridge.  The most unusual marking is to loosen and tighten the hair of the bow

so that at times the wood of the players bow is contacting the string.80

Tison Street

String Quartet

Year composed: 1972

Publisher: Schirmer (1974)

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI 381 and CRI 305

Tison Street was awarded the Prix de Rome in recognition of his String

Quartet.  With the Naumberg Recording Award he was able to have the quartet

recorded by the Concord String Quartet.  The work is dedicated to Leon

Kirchner with whom he studied composition.  

80Robert Stewart, String Quartet No. 6:  Fractal Images (New York: 
American Composers Alliance, 1990).
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The techniques required of the string players are a rapid “spring bow” of

uncontrolled note numbers, barred notes to indicate accelerando or ritardando, a

“crunch bow” by stopping string with left hand and playing an excessively

heavy staccato stroke.81  There are also artificial harmonics, glissandi between

designated pitches, col legno, and sul ponticello.

Morton Subotnick

A Fluttering of Wings for String Quartet and Electric Ghost Score

Year composed: 1981

Publisher: Theodore Presser (1984)

Recordings: Cambria 8811, Nonesuch Records 78020

The composition of A Fluttering of Wings for String Quartet and Electric

Ghost Score was made possible by a grant from the national Endowment for the

Arts.  The work was premiered at the Library of Congress on 14 October 1982

by the Juilliard String Quartet.  There is an extensive description of the Ghost

Score in the preface of the quartet.  “The ghost pieces are a unique method of

blending electronics with live performance so the effect of the electronics is not

audible unless the performer is making a sound.”82 The ghost score package is

available for rent from the publisher with the only needed equipment of the

performer being a microphone, stereo amplifier and loudspeakers.

81Tison Street, Explanatory Notes in String Quartet (New York: Schirmer,
1974).

82Morton Subotnick, The Ghost Score in A Fluttering of Wings for String
Quartet and Electric Ghost Score (Bryn Mawr: Theodore Presser, 1984).
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In his performance notes Subotnick introduces many varieties of fermatas

related to bow speed or number of beats in tempo.  There are also indications for

accelerandi and ritardandi.  Within the score the performer will also see

glissando, snap pizzicato, sul ponticello, and col legno.

William Susman

Streams for String Quartet

Year composed: 1984

Publisher: Susman (1984)

Recordings: none

Susman composed the eight-minute Streams for String Quartet in 1984.  It

was first performed in Amarillo, Texas by the Harrington String Quartet.  All

extended techniques are encountered within the score, there are no preface

directions.  There are micro-tonal indications for quarter tones to 3/4 tones

above and below a given pitch.  He frequently uses artificial harmonics and

glissandi, sometimes combined.  Abbreviation are given for sul ponticello, sul

tasto, and col legno battuto.

Richard Swift

Quartet III

Year composed: 1964

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Richard Swift wrote his quartet for the Lenox Quartet.  All unusual
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markings are described in the opening Notes.  These include a variety of

fermatas, abbreviations for sul ponticello and col legno, sub ponticello (ponticello

behind the bridge), and irregular tremolo.  Located underneath written rhythms

are different shaped boxes which mean to tap on the instrument with the

fingertips or to play with the bow under the strings.  Relating to pizzicato are

symbols to indicate pizzicato at the bridge, pizzicato with the fleshiest part of the

finger, pizzicato with the fingernail, and snap pizzicato.83

Todd Tarantino

String Quartet

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

In his String Quartet, Todd Tarantino uses  complex rhythms but no

complex extended techniques.  In the second movement he does add snap

pizzicato.

Erik Ulman

Firenze

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

83Richard Swift, Notes in Quartet III, score, 1964, American Music Center
Collection, New York, NY.
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Ulman’s titling this work “Firenze” alludes to a visit to Florence, Italy in

August 1992.  It is a homage to Sylvano Bussotti and is dedicated to Sabina

Piersol.84  Microtonality is  common in this work.  There are indications for

quarter tones above and below pitches as well as eighth tones.  Trills are also

microtonal.  There are abbreviations used for sul ponticello, sul tasto, col legno,

“Bartók” pizzicato, and left-hand pizzicato.  Mutes are necessary including a

heavy metal practice mute for the cellist.  The composition has frequent tempo

and meter changes and many cross rhythms.  

John Van Buren

String Quartet

Year composed: 1981

Publisher: Peer Musikverlag (1984)

Recordings: none

John van Buren completed this nineteen-minute composition in 1981.  In

the opening are descriptions of the graphic notation he employs. Relating to

pitch are markings for aperiodic pitches[sic], the highest possible pitch, and

playing with only the left hand.  For the bow hand are indications for ricochet,

playing fast, playing very fast, using col legno, sul ponticello, and sul tasto, and

“Bartók” pizzicato.

84Erik Ulman, “Firenze,” score, 1992, American Music Center Collection,
New York, NY.
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String Quartet No. 2

Year composed: 1996

Publisher: none

Recordings: none

The second string quartet uses minimal graphic notations.  Most

techniques are relatively common and are more descriptive or use abbreviations.

These include tremolo, col legno, sul ponticello, and glissando.

David Vayo

Five Small Packages for String Quartet

Year composed: 1987

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

“Five Small Packages for String Quartet” relates to the five movements of

the composition.  Quarter tones, glissando, harmonics, and sul ponticello are used

throughout.  In opening notes the second violinist and violist are directed to

have a medium gauge guitar pick.  In the third movement, Ben ritmico e festivo,

the marking pizz. alla chittarra above chords indicates strumming the chords with

a pick.  In the finale each player also uses vocals such as a whispered “SSS” or a

high-pitched whispered “SSH.”
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 Persis Vehar

String Quartet

Year composed: 1989

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The String Quartet by Persis Vehar follows the standard classical

four-movement format.  Imbedded in the score are notes for deciphering the

symbols she has used.

The first movement, Allegro giocosamente, incorporates col legno, glissandi,

sul ponticello, “Bartók” pizzicato, and playing the highest note possible on a given

string.  In the second movement, Lento con trestezzo, she introduces a marking

for a wide vibrato over certain pitches.  There are indications for knocking on the

body of the instrument with knuckles in the Scherzo, third movement.  Presto

furiosamente, the final movement, incorporates playing the highest possible

harmonics.

Lois V. Vierk

River Beneath the River

Year composed: 1993

Publisher: Vierk (1993)

Recordings:   Tzadik TZ7056

The Barbican Centre commissioned Lois Vierk to write this composition

for the Kronos Quartet.  Throughout the work are many 32nd notes and

tremolo combined with glissando.  Glissando have indicated high and low notes
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though he specifies to not accent the final note.  He shows some notations for the

varying types of glissando prior to the score.  The entire piece is to be performed

without vibrato.

Terry Vosbein

String Quartet No. 1

Year composed: 1992

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

The first movement of String Quartet No. 1, Grave, includes muted

sections, artificial harmonics, non-vibrato, and “Bartók” pizzicato.  Largo dolendo,

the concluding movement, requires sul ponticello, stomping of feet on floor, and

glissandi often to an indefinite pitch.

Donald Wilson

The Do-it-yourself String Quartet Kit

Year composed: 1968

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

“The Do-It-Yourself String Quartet Kit” is  unique as there is no written

music, only words to describe events.  In this manner there are not even

symbols for special effects, only verbal elaborations.  In the program notes the

quartet is described as a collection of four Prologues and four Epilogues.  The

players can choose to perform portion of the work as theatre music surrounding
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another work or to do the entire self-contained composition.  

In the first prologue the players enter the stage, bow, and immediately

leave.  In the second prologue the players are instructed to take at least four

minutes to get set up.  This could include leaving the stage for missing items,

having a dispute about the tuning A, or adjusting chairs.  Seriously tuning

instruments then practicing scales or excerpts in a gradual crescendo comprise

the third prologue.  The first violinist presents an informative analysis of a

quartet of Beethoven in the fourth prologue and then states that it is not possible

to include that work on the program.

The first epilogue has a few extended techniques.  The quartet responds to

its environment with instrument sounds.  Examples include a snap pizzicato for a

cough, a slow descending glissando for a yawn, col legno for applause, and

tremolo for laughter.  Wilson suggests having a few “plants” in the audience. 

For the second epilogue the players bow and leave the stage and after the

applause has subsided they are to return one more time to perform and

unexpected encore.  In the third epilogue the quartet answers questions posed

by the audience and in the final epilogue the first violinist makes an

announcement about a reception that will not be happening.85

85Donald Wilson, “The Do-It-Yourself String Quartet Kit,” score, 1968,
American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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Phil Winsor

Flos Harmonicus II: String Quartet

Year composed: 1971

Publisher: Carl Fischer (1977)

Recordings: none

Winsor recommends that Flos Harmonicus II be performed amplified with

four speakers placed around the audience.  Other performance instructions he

provides are abbreviations for sul ponticello, sul tasto, non-vibrato, “cool” vibrato

which is described as three to four rotations per second, and “warm” vibrato

which is six to eight rotations per second.86  Other unique markings are using a

staccato mark over a notehead to indicate pizzicato and grace notes that are to

be touched briefly several times during the duration of the note.

Christian Wolff

Lines for string quartet or quartet of stringed instruments

Year composed: n.d.

Publisher: Peters (1972)

Recordings: none

Christian Wolff has several pages of performance instruction in his score.

He has a graphic notation with a staff of four lines, each representing a string of

the instrument that has been tuned as indicated.  The relative location to the line

a notehead is placed provides the performer with an approximate indication of

86Phil Winsor, Flos Harmonicus II: String Quartet (New York: Carl Fischer,
1977), 15.
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pitch.  Lines connecting notes on the various staves show relative rhythmic

alignment.  The score visually appears as if someone is charting a graph.  The

only unusual notation is an asterisk notehead to create a noise sound.

James Yannatos

String Quartet No. 2 

Year composed: 1964, rev. 1982

Publisher: Sonory (1983)

Recordings: none

Yannotos initially completed this quartet in 1964 on commission from

Grinnell College for the Lenox Quartet and later revised it for publication. 

“President Kennedy had been assassinated and this quartet was the composer’s

response to that tragic event.”87 Some of the motives he has borrowed for this

work are the Dies Irae and the Old One Hundredth Hymn. 

In his performance suggestions Yannatos has divided techniques for the

left and right hand.  For the left hand he has a symbols for vibrato crescendo and

decrescendo, left-hand pizzicato, sliding up or down the string, and fingernail

pizzicato.  The right hand has abbreviations for playing at the bridge, playing

partially with the wood of the bow, and playing on the fingerboard.

87James Yannatos, Program Notes in String Quartet No. 2 (Cambridge,
Mass: Sonory Publications, 1983).
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Jay Alan Yim

Autumn Rhythm for String Quartet

Year composed: 1984

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: Auvidis Montaigne MO 782010

Jay Alan Yim wrote “Autumn Rhythm” for the Andiamo String Quartet. 

The sixteen-minute composition takes its title and inspiration from the painting

of Jackson Pollock.88 Incorporated into his work are col legno, sul ponticello,

pizzicato using a guitar pick, and al tallane.  For the left hand are artificial

harmonics and glissando which frequently has a starting pitch and an

approximate conclusion.

Long Zhou

Soul for String Quartet

Year composed: 1987

Publisher: manuscript

Recordings: none

Zhou Long incorporated many symbols and abbreviation into “Soul for

String Quartet” that are described in his exposition of symbols.  Relating to pitch

are indications to alter the pitch up or down by a quarter tone or three-quarter

tones.  There are abbreviations for vibrato, non-vibrato, molto vibrato, and a

slow wide vibrato with a quarter tone range.  The player must also play an

88Jay Alan Yim, “Autumn Rhythm for String Quartet,” score, 1984,
American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.
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indeterminate highest pitch, glissando with a fingernail, glissando following a

pizzicato or bowed pitch, glissando during a trill, glissando on artificial

harmonics, and play a set of notes in rapid succession.  In addition to traditional

pizzicato there is also fingernail pizzicato, left-hand pizzicato, and snap pizzicato. 

With the bow one must occasionally demonstrate sul ponticello, col legno, and sul

tasto styles.89

Ramon Zupko

Noosphere for String Quartet

Year composed: 1980

Publisher: American Composers Alliance (1983)

Recordings: Composers Recordings CRI SD507

Noosphere for String Quartet is a musical interpretation of the Jesuit

philosophy of Chardin.  “It was Chardin’s vision that the ‘Noosphere,’ the entire

network of communication, information, and personal aspiration that embraces

the universe, is evolving into a collective mind and soul, in which all humans

participate.”90 In the three movements of the quartet Zupko quotes various

songs and chants from around the world in order to achieve this.

All directions are given to the player within the score.  In Alpha, the first

movement, four-note chords are to be plucked simultaneously, sections

89Long Zhou, Exposition of Symbolsi n“Soul for String Quartet,” score,
1987, American Music Center Collection, New York, NY.

90Ramon Zupko, Noosphere for String Quartet (New York: American
Composers Alliance, 1983).
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performed either regularly or non-vibrated, and sul ponticello used in bowing. 

The second movement, Convergence, requires col legno.  Omega, the finale

movement, shows a wavy line to indicate the change from a rapid narrow

vibrato to a wide vibrato.  There is also much tremolo.
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